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Successful provinces in
international context
> D J Brand

Introduction
As a point of departure in attempting to make a
case for or against provinces it is crucial to first look
While the intentions and ideal captured in the Constitution remains
at the basis on which they were formed and how
the ideal that we would like to work towards, the situation in
intricately woven into our Constitution they are by
South Africa shows unfortunately that many of the provinces are
examining the Constitutional framework in relation
characterized by bad governance, serious financial problems and a
to provinces and cooperative governance. The nine
lack of sufficient appropriately qualified staff, amongst other things.
provinces in South Africa derive their powers and
functions from the Constitution. The basic premise
of the Constitution is the creation of various centres
structure, but also suggests some form of
important characteristics:
of competence within the constitutional order and
constitutional autonomy that recognises the
Section 1 stipulates the following foundations as • Its supremacy;
integrity of each sphere of government. This
• A justiciable Bill of Rights;
the basis of a constitutional framework:
is confirmed by the principles of cooperative
• Three spheres of government, namely national,
government and intergovernmental relations
provincial and local government;
“The Republic of South Africa is one, sovereign,
listed in Section 41 (1) of the Constitution.
democratic state founded on the following values: • A division of powers and functions among the
three spheres of government;
(a) human dignity, the achievement of equality and
The principle of Bundestreue, as it has developed
the advancement of human rights and freedoms, • Co-operative government as an overarching
in German constitutional law, was used as the
guiding principle for intergovernmental relations;
(b) non-racialism and non-sexism,
foundation for the inclusion of chapter 3 of
(c) supremacy of the Constitution and the rule of law, • A system of financial intergovernmental relations;
the Constitution on principles of co-operative
and
(d) universal adult suffrage, a national common
government and intergovernmental relations.
• A constitutional court as final arbiter in
voters role, regular elections and a multi-party
This set of principles is foundational to the
constitutional disputes between spheres of
system of democratic government, to ensure
functioning of South Africa’s constitutional system
government .
accountability, responsiveness and openness.”
and the Constitutional Court confirmed that it
was appropriate to co-operative government. CoSection 40 of the Constitution not only indicate
For the basis of our discussion it’s worth noting
operative government therefore was designed to
a move away from a traditional hierarchical
that the Constitution has the following most
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a.
b.
c.
d.

have at its centre the following key principles:
Governments participate in limited ways in decision-making in other
spheres, e.g. the National Council of Provinces.
Governments in different spheres are obliged to assist one another.
Governments may delegate powers to governments in another sphere.
Intervention in another sphere can take place within certain defined limits.

While the intentions and ideal captured in the Constitution remains the
ideal that we would like to work towards, the situation in South Africa
shows unfortunately that many of the provinces are characterized by bad
governance, serious financial problems and a lack of sufficient appropriately
qualified staff, amongst other things. As a result, they do not function
optimally as is envisaged by the Constitution.

Some international experiences
Here we draw on international experiences in multi-level systems of government to find out what contributed to successful regions or provinces in other countries.
We draw from India’s experience, the European Union and Germany.

India
India’s Constitution came into force on 26 January
1950 when India became a republic.  India (Union
of States) consists of 28 states (provinces), six
union territories and one capital territory, namely
Delhi. India has 22 national languages, a dozen
ethnic and seven religious groups. The Constitution
established a centralised federal system in which
the Union government is vested with the dominant
powers.
There is a division of powers between the Union
and the states. The character of the constitutional
system is such that states must cooperate with
the Union in exercising their constitutional duties.
States have original constitutionally allocated
powers and have their own civil services. There are
state lists of powers as well as concurrent powers
with the Union in various fields, but Union law
ranks supreme in case of conflict in the concurrent
field. Although there are elected legislatures and
executives in the states, governors of states are
appointed by the President of India.
The Constitution determines the revenue sources
of the Union and the states respectively and also
indicates how revenue is shared. There is a vertical
fiscal gap – state expenditure responsibilities exceed
their share of own revenue sources. There is

thus a need for some form of financial equalisation.
Since 1989 coalition politics became a common
feature in India and the character and functioning
of the system changed over time from a highly
centralised system under one party dominance to
a decentralised multi-party system of government.
There were many constitutional reforms since

Re-organisation of states in India strengthened good governance
and took into account factors such as geography, language,
administrative expediency and a sense of identity.
then and today we have a multi-level system of
government where it is possible to have a strong
centre as well as strong states. In 1989 village
councils and municipalities were recognised by the
Constitution. Local governments since then play
an increasingly important role. Re-organisation of
states in India has strengthened good governance
and took into account factors such as geography,
language, administrative expediency and a sense
of identity. India shows that it is possible to respect
cultural diversity without damaging the nationstate. India is still an evolving federal nation. In
1990 an important intergovernmental mechanism
was created, namely the Inter-State Council which

European Union
Within the EU and countries of central Europe a variety of multi-level systems
of government is found, which thus also include a whole range of regional
government structures.
An Assembly of European Regions (AER) study done by BAK Basel Economics,
which analysed the performance of 29 countries, was published in 2009. Data
from all the different types of regions within the 27 member states of the EU,
excluding the small countries Luxembourg, Slovenia, Cyprus and Malta, but
including the non-EU members Croatia, Switzerland and Norway, have been
incorporated in this study.
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consists of the Prime Minister as chair, all the chief
ministers of the states, six ministers of cabinet rank
appointed by the Prime Minister as members and
four other ministers as permanent invitees. This
Council contributes to strengthening the effective
functioning of intergovernmental relations and
resolving of disputes between the Union and the

states. During meetings of the Inter-State Council
in 2001 and 2003 it was agreed to move some
powers from the Union to the concurrent list and
thus strengthen the position of the States.
Economic reforms have strengthened development
in the states. The State of Maharashtra is an
example of how some of the states benefited
from constitutional and economic reforms during
the past two decades. It has the largest economy
in India and its capital, Mumbai, is the financial
capital of India. Although they have achieved much
success, this state must also deal with fighting
poverty being one of its biggest challenges.

The empirical analysis shows that decentralisation does have a significantly
positive impact on the economic performance of countries and regions. It
was found that in most aspects a higher level of decentralisation is linked
to stronger economic growth. The importance of the application of the
subsidiarity principle to strengthen economic success is clearly underlined by
this study. Some of the key factors that could assist regions and countries in
improving their economic performance are more financial competences and
resources for the regions; more competences in education, health care and the
development of infrastructure. A greater involvement of regions at the national
level of government also plays a positive role.

Germany
Within the EU the development of the Länder
(provinces) in Germany is undoubtedly the best
example of successful regions.
Historically there was a strong federal tradition
in Germany, and the Allied powers emphasized
this when they considered the nature of the
constitutional system for Germany after the Second
World War. On 19 September 1945 the Allied
Powers recognised the first territorial entities with
the establishment of the first three Länder. This was
the first step in the process of re-building democratic
rule in Germany and an expression of the federal
character of the system being developed, at least as
far as the western part of Germany was concerned.
In the Soviet occupied zone, (what became known
as the German Democratic Republic (GDR) or
the Deutsche Demokratische Republik (DDR)),
a centralised, unitary system was created. This
initially included five former Länder which were later
divided into 14 Bezirke (districts) and developed
towards a typically communist dispensation.
At the time of the unification of the two Germany’s
the nature of the new system was again a point of
discussion. For decades the federal tradition was
dead in the DDR. The democratic revolution of

1989, however, gave new life to the notion
of federalism, as this was the constitutional
philosophy of the other part of Germany, the Federal
Republic of Germany (FRG). The growing support
for “federalisation” and decentralisation in the DDR
eventually assisted the unification process. The
coalition government of the DDR elected on 18
March 1990 officially expressed their support for
refederalisation of the DDR by proclaiming as one of
their aims, the creation of a federal republic.

the western Länder to help rebuild and strengthen
the new Länder. In a recent study by Deutsche Bank  
a comparison between the German Länderinter se
and between the Länder and other EU countries,
the relative economic strength of the German
Länder is emphasized. The German Länder have
substantial constitutional scope to develop as well
as to borrow funds. There is also a strong emphasis
on federal solidarity, which implies that the Länder
must support each other and be loyal to the country

The empirical analysis shows that decentralisation does have a
significantly positive impact on the economic performance of
countries and regions. It was found that in most aspects a higher
level of decentralisation is linked to stronger economic growth.
The implementation of the federal principle by way
of the creation of new Länder and their incorporation
into existing federal structures was an important part
of the establishment of the new unified Germany.
Since unification in 1990 much has been done by
way of administrative support and capacity building
in addition to the massive financial contribution by

as whole. It is evident that the economic success
of many of the German Länder is linked to their
particular constitutional arrangements.
North Rhine-Westphalia contributes about 22% of
the German GDP, while Bavaria contributes about
18% to Germany’s GDP and Baden-Württemberg
about 14%.

Global issues and opportunities for provinces
In the globalised world of the 21st century the role of provinces or regions is highlighted when various topical global issues are considered. Three of these issues,
namely climate change, education and good governance provide opportunities for provinces, also in South Africa, to play a more meaningful role.
The United Nations Development Programme (UNDP) recognises the crucial role of the regions, especially in the area of climate change. According to the UNDP
most of the actions to be undertaken in order to reach the objectives fixed by the United Nations to combat climate change and to adapt existing policies remain
in the hands of the regional and local authorities. The Assembly of European Regions and the UNDP embarked on a project to promote the involvement of regions
in the fight against climate change. The UNDP has signed partnership documents with more than a dozen regions such as California, Quebec, Manitoba, Wales,
Pays Basque, Catalonia, Île-de-France, Brittany, Poitou-Charentes, Rhône Alpes, Limousin. It is not only national governments that must find agreements at
international meetings such as COP17 about climate change and reduction of greenhouse gasses. Provinces are key roleplayers in fields relating to climate change,
e.g. agriculture, environmental affairs and planning.
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It is not only national governments that must find agreements at international meetings such as COP17
about climate change and reduction of greenhouse gasses. Provinces are key roleplayers in fields relating
to climate change, e.g. agriculture, environmental affairs and planning.

Role of Provinces as captured in the National Development Plan
The National Planning Commission’s National
Development Plan finds a critical role for provinces
to play in the realization of a developmental and
capable state. Of the nine challenges identified in
the National Development Plan two are regarded
as critical, namely:
• Too few people are working, and
• The quality of education of the majority of people
is poor.
Increasing employment and improving the
quality of education must therefore be our •

highest priority. Other key areas of the Plan are
improving skills development and education,
expanding infrastructure and growing the
economy – these are areas in which provinces
are identified as key roleplayers. In order to
become successful constitutional entities,
provinces have to embrace and actively embrace
the principles of good governance.
These principles include:
Participatory democracy

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Legitimate government
Transparency or openness
Constitutionalism and the Rule of Law
Responsibility, honesty and integrity
Co-operation with other spheres of government
and private sector
Sound financial management
Accountability
Administrative discipline
Political maturity and tolerance of different political
views

Conclusion
There is a role for provinces in South Africa, just as there is a role for provinces or regions within other multi-level systems of government. In the challenging
environment of the 21st century it is even more important that provinces take up the issues within their constitutional mandate that could contribute to the wellbeing of their citizens as well as of the country as a whole.  Provinces in South Africa face many challenges, but there are also opportunities for them to grow and
to become successful.
See article on Afesis-corplan website for full reference list.
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Advancing participatory
democracy & development
in South Africa
towards a new strategy of governance
> Musa Sebugwawo

…democratic governance has failed to keep pace
with the changing social and economic realities of
the modern society. The traditional, official formats
for public participation in government have proven
completely inadequate for dealing with development
challenges.
There is a growing trend towards a new approach to governance
throughout the world. Community Development practitioners as well
as researchers across the globe have re-invigorated the debate around
democratic governance with increasing emphasis on new approaches
to governance.
In fact, a close look at the state of local politics suggests that the South
African democracy and governance style is changing in fundamental
ways. There is a shift in government attitude towards a more
developmentally flexible, democratically-facilitative and responsive
governance strategy that emphasises poverty eradication, deepening

social justice while at the same time fostering balanced economic
growth. This shift has resulted in increased involvement of citizens in
government affairs and produced new public actors and problem solvers
(Morgan, 2002, Leighninger 2009).
However, it is also true that democratic governance has failed to keep pace
with the changing social and economic realities of the modern society.
The traditional, official formats for public participation in government have
proven completely inadequate for dealing with development challenges.
For example, many of the laws passed decades ago to encourage citizen
participation have instead hindered it by advocating for unworkable
processes and meeting formats, in particular, the democratic governance
system looks surprisingly much like the way it did 25 or 50 years ago
(Pierre 2009, Leighninger 2009).
In South Africa, we have become accustomed to a system where
democratic representation overwhelmingly remains through political
parties and political institutions. Many people seem to perceive those
institutions and their politicians with growing skepticism and mistrust. In
Afesis-Corplan’s (2011) analysis of local participatory democracy in the
Eastern Cape, the following challenges were identified:
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• Worsening problems of corruption in local government.
• Unacceptable levels of inter-party political intolerance and intra-party
conflicts.
• Wide schisms remaining between councillors and traditional
leaders especially in the rural Eastern Cape.

• High levels of political interference in the management of municipalities.
Aware of such challenges, government has realized that the most
legitimate way to cope with such dilemmas is through the collective
actions of a democratic society.

Relationship between citizens and government
The relationship between citizens and government has recently experienced
remarkable improvement. For some, this new relationship represents a new
approach to governance while for others, this relationship is characterised as
“the laboratory” of democracy (Leighninger 2009).
As a laboratory, this relationship experiments with and describes a number
of structures and community projects which have emerged from the efforts
and above all the new relationship between citizens and government.
Perhaps the most useful way is to describe the changing approach
to governance as one that is fundamentally characterized by the
increased collaboration of the state and its citizens, and the ways
in which government has tried to mediate democratic governance in
participatory, deliberative and collaborative ways.
• Temporary initiatives to help citizens address a major community
issue
These initiatives are usually led by civil organisations in partnership with
government. Issues that have been picked up on by communities include
for example the recent xenophobic violence against foreigners living in
some of the poorest areas in the country. Organisations such as Black sash,
Sonke Gender Network, People Against Suffering launched a campaign

in July 2010 in Cape Town to collect one million signed pledges against
xenophobia, intolerance, intimidation and violence in South Africa.
During such campaigns, participants learn more about the issue, talk
about how it affects them, consider some of the main policy options on
the table and plan for implementation and action to address the issue.
• Community structures  
These include a number of community structures including School
Governing Bodies (SGBs), Community Policing Forum (CPFs),
Development Forums (DFs), Clinic Committees and Roads Forums
among others. All these structures are intended to give citizens regular
opportunities to solve problems and make decisions. The Roads Forum
system, for example, emerged from the provincial Department of Roads
and Public Works of the Eastern Cape Province in 2011.  The system
has expanded to include local as well as district municipalities.
Since the creation of these democratic initiatives across the country,
citizens have increasingly embraced this new approach as it allows
them the opportunity to address various issues ranging from crime,
education, youth development, etc. Face to face meetings between
communities and the state have remained the most common type of
interaction in these structures.

Changing world, changing conceptions
The enthusiasm surrounding this new approach
to governance has given way to more debates to
look at the state as a service provider. At present,
the popular international trend is to view the state
as an enabler of service delivery rather than a
direct provider. The enabling role of the state has
also stemmed from increasing calls for a new role
of the state. Debates on the role of the state are
usually premised on discussions on public sector
capacity. Recent research indicates for example
that municipal governments are overwhelmed by
the task at hand and are facing severe strain in
trying to meet the demand for services (Atkinson
(2007:72). Thus, the South African government
has begun the process of redesigning governance
system to address this challenge.
In this case, redesigning can be taken to mean
public service systems transforming into market-like

6
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organisations of service delivery. When explaining
how public institutions have transformed, advocates
for this strategy use an example of “stakeholderism”.
Stakeholderism means that those who use, or
are potential users of a service, should have a
privileged influence on that particular service, but
they should also have some degree of responsibility
for the service (Pierre, 2009). Stakeholders refer to
all those who have an interest in, or are associated
with a particular public service.
In light of current service delivery protests, the new
definition of the state‘s role has also led to a focus
on non-state delivery agents. John (1997) observes
that “private sector service delivery is a growing
international trend with governments engaging in a
number of initiatives ranging from public – private
partnerships (PPPs) to outright privatization of state
assets”. At present, South African infrastructure and

service delivery policy emphasises the role of the
private sector in delivery.

Partnerships between government
and civil society are important
for communities because these
relationships enable communities
to flourish and be part of their
own development.
Critics however, have pointed out that as
government loses control over functions considered
to be public, it may also lose the ability to effectively
direct the society; it may lose the steering ability
that constitutes the root of what we call government
(Pierre 2009).

Image by © afesis-corplan

The race for a new approach to governance
In tracing the growth and increasing emphasis on new approaches to democratic governance, an important turning point was the violent outbreak of mass
service delivery protests in different parts of the country in 2005. These protests set in motion a dynamic force that has made good governance seem more
critical than ever. Municipal councillors as well as officials have realized that while they might address service delivery issues through integrated development
plans (IDPs), they also have to deal with critical matters of community participation in development and planning. Many municipalities have had to look
for ways to involve citizens in community planning and development. Metropolitan governments like the Buffalo City Metropolitan Municipality (BCMM)
have introduced projects that encourage participatory planning and community action such as the ward based planning project implemented in King
Williamstown and Cambridge respectively in partnership with a network of Tuscan and South African Local governments (NETSAFRICA).
Other local municipalities such as Mbashe, Great Kei, Nkonkobe, Amahlati etc, have partnered with civil society organization such as Afesis-corplan to
implement Good Governance Surveys (GGS) to gauge public perceptions around the effectiveness of their service delivery. There is hope that efforts like
these will help overcome community development challenges as well as prevent mass protests.

Relationship with civil society
The new approaches to governance are premised on the belief that
increased government - community interaction at the local level will
lead to a better style of governing, as well as improved service delivery.
In what appears to be part of this new approach to governance, South
African policy now requires local governments to establish a culture
of promoting and involving citizens and community organisations
in the affairs of government. For example, Section 152(1) (e) of the
constitution obliges municipalities to encourage the involvement of
communities and community organisations in local government. Other
policy provisions include the White Paper on Local Government (1998),

the Municipal Structures Act (1998), the Municipal Systems Act
(2000) and the Municipal Finance Management Act. In particular,
this policy requirement signifies a shift from government to governance
(John1997:3). There is an appreciation of the growing role that civil
society organisations can play in limiting the power of the state in relation
to the lives of the citizens, and mediating between individuals and the
state. In doing so, civil society organisations support democratising
trends and protect advances already made towards democracy (Meintjie,
1994:13).the good governance front.

Conclusion
The continued adoption of new approaches of governance will generate even more debate on the good governance front. Given the changing
social and economic environment we find ourselves in, implementing new approaches seems like an inevitable response. If these new
approaches are done well, they can help solve a great deal of our old problems, but they will also present us with new challenges.

Reference: 1.Afesis-corplan, 2011, the local governance programme: An internal Discussion document. East London: Afesis-corplan | 2.Atkinson, Doreen, 2007. Taking to the Streets: Has Developmental Local Government failed in South Africa,
in Buhlungu, Sakhela, Daniel Johnson, Southall Roger and Lutchman Jessica (eds), State of the Nation South Africa. Cape Town: Human Science Research Council Press. | 3.John Lynelle ed, 1997. Integrated Development Planning. Planact:
Johannesburg. | 4.Leighninger, Matt, 2009. Democracy, Growing up. The shifts that reshaped local politics and foreshadowed the 2008 Presidential Elections. Occasional paper no.5 | 5.Morgan, Kim, 2002. A framework for community participation
in the planning, implementation, monitoring and evaluation of development programmes at the local level. Masters dissertation: university of Johannesburg. | 6.Meintjies, frank, 1994. Community based organisations and development, in Bernstein,
A (ed) development and democracy. NGOs after apartheid: A Luta continua. Johannesburg: the development strategy and policy unit of the urban foundation.
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Gender Mainstreaming in A
Participatory Democracy
> SIBULELE POSWAYO

Introduction
In a democratic country like South Africa, public
participation is considered a basic democratic
right of the people This article seeks to emphasise
the heightened importance of public participation
especially that of one of the marginalised groups
of society, women. The objective is to answer the
following:
• What is the role of women in public participation
in public affairs, particularly with regards to issues
that impact their everyday lives?
• How can women be prioritised through gender

8
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mainstreaming in public participation, both as
individuals, as a marginalised group and/or as
members of pressure groups?
Participatory budgeting is used as an example
of an ’invited’ space of public participation. A
participatory budget is a new and revolutionary
public participation and public accountability
instrument whereby people have the opportunity
to participate in the elaboration and control of a
percentage of a Local Municipality’s budget. Public
participation means exactly what it says, taking

part in the rule by the people. It can be defined as
a two-fold exchange of information, ideas, roles,
satisfactions and dissatisfaction between the public
and government. Hanekom (1987:33) takes the
issue further and states that “public participation
could also be executive participation by the public
through interest groups in the formulation and
implementation of policies by local authorities,
through formal institutions”. Thus, this article uses
public participation as a broad term which includes
all forms of participation including citizen and/or
women participation.

PUBLIC PARTICIPATION
South Africa, as a modern constitutional democracy, aims to promote participatory
governance between the citizens and government. This, South Africa does
through participatory relations with representatives and their electorate at
National, Provincial and Local legislatures. In these platforms, the problems of
ordinary people are given a voice through elected representatives. According to
Lizandra Serafim, only participatory spaces can ensure democratisation of the
state and an improvement in public participation. (Serafim and Oliver 2005:
227). Thus, efficiency, transparency and accountability are promoted in this
process. It ought to be clear therefore that the democratic process of public
participation assists not only for information purposes but in the promotion of
accountability by government. There are different forms of public participation.
One set of participation involves collecting information from the public like
survey questionnaires, consumer surveys, and perception surveys. Although
the consumer-oriented method is mostly used as a service satisfaction survey,
some members of the public may struggle in taking part unless assisted by
researchers. The more traditional forms of public participation include public

meetings, focus groups, citizens’ panels, and referendums. This method may
succeed as it allows for smaller groups of representatives to participate in public
affairs and may curb the element of intimidation by some participants.
Over and above intimidating participatory forms and/or lack of knowledge,
another challenge with using these participatory forms is apathy. This is a very
important issue and can be addressed by using local government staff to visit
homes and request participation through questionnaires. Elements such as
unfulfilled past expectations may hamper the successes of this process, and
increase apathy instead of reducing it.
Public participation, before and after decision making, is fundamental to
improving the quality of decisions made and to improve compliance. The
viability and efficiency of any form or mechanism of public participation
however, depends on the political, social, economic and cultural context where
it is developed.

WOMEN IN PUBLIC PARTICIPATION
The importance of women in public participation
processes at all levels of government cannot
be underestimated. The role of women in local
governance public participation is unquestionably
important. Women, as primary care-givers in their
homes and communities, and as community
leaders, hold a very strong position as points of call
for information gathering for both policy makers and
implementers. These women possess information
from grassroots level which may not always be readily
available to those who do not deal with communities
at this level. The needs, desires and attitudes of
communities can be directly obtained through public
participation of women and thus assist in the policy
management cycle. (Bryson 2011:3)
Although women may be used as a primary point of
call for information gathering purposes, the process
of public participation also promotes education of
women in some instances. Earlier it was stated that
public participation is a method for the exchange of
information. Women can come out more educated
about issues raised through public participation. An
educated or skilled woman is an empowered woman.
This belief is also shared by other prominents of
public participation who argue that women’s direct
participation in the political and administrative
processes of government serves to promote and
create better citizens. Women can use the process
of public participation to demonstrate their desire
for a transformed society in which women are more
empowered to contribute to the way government
accounts to constituencies. Promoting women
involvement in decision making and contributing to

Women can use the process of public participation to demonstrate
their desire for a transformed society in which women are more
empowered to contribute to the way government accounts to
constituencies.
women empowerment can be enhanced by women
challenging their perceived inferior status to men by
affording themselves the opportunity to articulate
their opinions through public participation.
As women form part of the planning process of local
government through public participation, positive
successes are yielded at the lowest (although
paramount) level. Experience in some rural areas
of the Eastern Cape informs that at grassroots level
women do form part of public participation. This
involvement even continues to a management
level at the grassroots level; for instance women
working as managers in community based
organisations. It is however sad to see the decrease
of women participation at the level of executive
public participation. The executive form of public
participation is that which includes and requires more
technical knowledge and skills of a subjects or area
requiring public participation or opinions of citizens.
There may be several reasons and solutions for this
situation. One could be the sophistication of public
participation methodologies used at this level, thus,
hampering women’s involvement in these processes.
Women at the grassroots level are more
comfortable with participating in more informal

public participation structures. However, the
capacitating, training and skilling of women in this
regard has the potential of addressing this dilemma
of sophisticated public participation methodologies
at executive forms of public participation. Once
women are capacitated enough and realise that
they possess the skills necessary for partaking in
public participation at this level, they may begin to
address the issue of being provided with mundane
tasks reflective of their perceived second class
status as the inferior sex.
Two of the key elements of public participation,
and participatory democracy in its entirety, are
a “minimum of hierarchy and the associated
emphasis on expertise and professionalism
as a basis for participation; and an appeal for
grassroots involvement of people throughout
society in decisions that control their lives” (Muller,
1990: 52). Spaces of participation can assume
different forms, which may not necessarily be
physical structures or formal institutions or
systems but also take the shape of informal,
indigenous and traditional means of participation.
Community based groups, street committees and
neighbourhood groups are alternative examples of
informal structures of public participation.
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Centralising women’s issues in the agenda’s up for public participation will ultimately follow as women are capacitated and thus confident to raise their own issues
in public participation spaces.
How then does a sovereign democratic state like South Africa ensure gender mainstreaming in public participation spaces within the Local Government sphere?
Here, ‘invited’ and ‘invented’ spaces of public participation are discussed and the former is recommended as a space wherein gender mainstreaming in public
participation can be created. Participatory budgeting is an example of an ‘invited’ space.

GENDER MAINSTREAMING
Gender mainstreaming is the promotion of gender
equality. Its task has both technical and managerial
dimensions, as well as the political, economic and
socio-cultural aspects of creating equality between
women and men as partners in the quest for social
justice. Mainstreaming a gender perspective is the
process of assessing the implications for women and
men of any planned action, including legislation,
policies or programmes, in all areas and at all levels.
It is a strategy for making women’s as well as men’s
concerns and experiences an integral dimension
of the design, implementation, monitoring and
evaluation of policies and programmes in all
political, economic and societal spheres so that
women and men benefit equally and inequality
is not perpetuated. The ultimate goal of gender
mainstreaming is to achieve gender equality.
In the information age, mainstreaming gender
in public participation is of paramount value.
Enhancing men and women’s access to various
resources and ensuring that greater social value is
given to their contributions lies within the domain
of policy makers and implementers and its pay offs
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are likely to be enormous. Although times may have
changed somewhat, in poor communities men play
a critical role in earning household livelihoods in
much of the world, but generally play a negligible role
in the unpaid work of reproduction in the domestic
arena. Women on the other hand play a critical role
in the unpaid work of caring for the family. The time
when the men are at work, women remain in the
homes to tend to these domestic roles. It is during
this time that women tend to realise and familiarise
themselves with the needs of their communities.
The lack of success to basic service provision by
government; the need to improve the quality of food
produced in home gardens and sold at Municipal
produce markets; safety and security; the importance
of early childhood development, to mention a few
are some of the daily issues that women deal with on
a day-to-day basis in their homes and communities.
It is in this process of participatory democracy that
such issues may be discussed.
Public participation as defined earlier as the sharing
of information and an empowering process between
government and its citizens. While women have

made many gains in this regard, policies that
successfully promote women’s empowerment and
gender equality are not adequately institutionalised
in the day-to-day routines of government or
in development agencies. Although gender
mainstreaming is not an end in itself, but a strategy
or an approach of ensuring equality in society, its
institutionalisation at public participation level of
engagement with government will ensure tangible
results in the emancipation of women. Most
importantly it will play a pivotal role in creating
awareness about women’s issues amongst men who
generally hold relatively more powerful positions in
homes, communities, government, business and
other leadership positions.
The institutionalisation of gender mainstreaming in
public participation should be used as a performance
indicator for all government and non-governmental
institutions. This will not only ensure successes in
accurate information sharing but will also ensure
that the empowerment of women and placing of
their issues at the forefront is an institutionalised
aspect of society.

INVITED VS. INVENTED SPACES
Gaventa (2006: 60) defines ‘Invited’ spaces as
“spaces that are given by the state to citizens to
participate in the governance system, those into
which people (as users, citizens, and beneficiaries)
are invited to participate by various kinds of
authorities, be they government, supranational
agencies or non-government organisations”. At a
local government level in South Africa, the public
participation directorate provides this space,
wherein civil society is given the space to engage
with government on policy, budgetary and other
issues. This directorate has a responsibility of
promoting co-operation between the public,
councillors and officials while also promoting
integrated community-based planning through
public participation and communication.
Another example of an ‘invited’ space is the
concept of participatory budgeting. Participatory
budgeting is a democratic process in which
community members directly decide how to
spend part of the public budget. It is a process
which involves debate and deliberation over key
spending priorities by communities.
Participatory budgeting has benefits for both
citizens and local government. The voice of the
citizens in local decision-making is strengthened,
hence deepening local democracy, while the
municipal budget process is democratised and
encourages transparency and accountability.
Basically, communication and information-sharing

Centralising women’s issues in the agenda’s up for public participation
will ultimately follow as women are capacitated and thus confident
to raise their own issues in public participation spaces.
are enhanced between and amongst citizens and
the local government, and most importantly the
outcome of this process ensures an understating
of both parties’ interests, thus creating a sense of
social cohesion. An example of a non-government
organisation led ‘invited’ space, could be Afesiscorplan’s Civil Society Action Groups (CSAG)
project, wherein community based organisations
are grouped as per their respective Municipalities
to form a collective that communicates with
their Municipalities and ensures accountability
and transparency in all matters relating to their
Municipalities. This space allows ordinary citizens to
voice out their opinions about how the Municipality
functions at policy formulation and implementation
levels. The CSAG offers opportunities for local civil
society organisations to engage Municipalities on
how they are.
‘Invented’ spaces on the other hand “are those
arenas where citizens articulate their demands
outside of institutionalised spaces, as they are not
able to raise their voices effectively through the
‘invited’ ones” (Gaventa, 2006: 61) Therefore it can

be said that ‘invented’ spaces come into existence
due to some limitations of ‘invited’ spaces. These
invented spaces have greater room for innovations
and can be used by citizens either in a collective
or individual manner (Jha and Bandyopadhyay:
2011: 50). Examples of these spaces are protest
marches, rally’s, door-to-door mobilisations and
street committees.
It is within the ‘invited’ spaces that this article wishes
to promote gender mainstreaming. From the onset, it
is imperative to mention the potential ‘shortcoming’
of these ‘invited’ spaces. These ‘invited’ spaces have
the potential to reproduce power dynamics in society,
wherein these spaces are taken over by the middle
class or the elite in society (Jha and Bandyopadhyay
2011: 58). Mainstreaming gender in public
participation clearly has the potential to ensure the
involvement of women in such spaces, at all levels.
Using participatory budgeting, although a fairly new
concept in South Africa, this shortcoming can be
avoided if alerted from the start, as participatory
budgeting invites the participation of all citizens in
venues in close proximity to their homes at all times.
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GENDER MAINSTREAMING IN PARTICIPATORY BUDGETING
Government and developmental agencies need to
ensure that gender perspectives and attention to the
goal of gender equality are central to all activities –
policy development, research, advocacy, resource
allocation, and planning and implementation
and monitoring of programmes and projects.
Here we discuss gender mainstreaming in public
participation in the ‘invited’ space of participatory
budgeting. Participatory budgeting (PB) involves
debate and deliberating over a Municipalities’ key
spending priorities of communities. Although it deals
with budgeting, only a percentage of this budget is
made available for participatory budgeting.
This article motivates that gender issues are
mainstreamed in participatory budgeting processes;
budgets to address these issues are made available
by Municipality; and the inclusion of women in both
gender mainstreaming and in the decision making
process of availing budget for identified issues.
PB is based on a “classic model” developed in
Brazil and recently introduced for implementation
in Makhado Local Municipality in the Limpopo
Province of South Africa. PB is a mix of direct and
representative democracy: decisions regarding
specific spending are made and are carried forward
by representatives selected at each level. The first
level consists of thematic forums which explores
the needs of wards (as a specific geographical
area) under specific themes (basic services, HIV/
Aids, housing etc). These themes are debated and
deliberated by community members in the specific
wards and priorities are carried forward by elected
representatives. The next level is PB assemblies
where wider priorities for the whole area are debated
and representatives elected to carry forward chosen
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priorities to the Regional Participatory Budget
assembly which includes multiple stakeholders. The
next level is the PB Council where technical skills
are applied to the priorities put forward to ensure
feasibility, then to the Municipal Council.
This is just merely a simplified explanation of the PB
process for purposes of using PB as an example of an
‘invited’ space of public participation ideal for gender
mainstreaming. Of course the process also involves
back and forth deliberation to ensure community
participation at all levels. It is this community
participation that should be the first arena for gender
mainstreaming. Women’s issues should be targeted
and women capacitated to form part of this process
from its inception. At the inception level where issues
are identified to be put in Municipality’s budgetary
processes through PB gender equality issues should
be part of the leading issues at all times.
As the process unfolds to include elected
representatives, women must be targeted and
empowered to be representatives and ultimately
ward councillors to discuss women’s issues relevant
to their communities at the PB Council. The role
which an empowered woman can play at the
Municipal Council level is huge and possibility
of her capacitation infinite. By this stage an
ordinary woman (either as an individual activist
or a member of a structure such as a community
based organisation) who started by attending a local

meeting with the aim of bettering her community,
will have been greatly empowered.
Her interests, as she tables them at the first level of
PB, the community thematic forum, which is aimed
at identifying key issues in her community to be put
in the Municipality’s Integrated Development Plans
(IDP), would have been expressed and understood
by others. This has a potential of creating social
cohesion and improvement of self esteem of these
women not to shy away from expressing their
views and needs. Prior to the thematic forums, the
community would have been trained on several
issues including Municipal budgeting, planning, IDP,
participatory democracy, leadership skills.
Of course the capacitating of these men and women
participants is important prior to their engagements
in the budgetary processes of government. Thus,
affording women with the opportunity of learning
to negotiate among themselves, their communities,
as well as with the government over the distribution
of scarce resources and the prioritisation of issues
for distribution of these resources can assist in
promoting gender sensitivity from a grassroots
level. In some instances capacitation will take the
form of direct formal and informal training thus
allowing women with the opportunity of knowing the
processes of local government and the comfort of
knowing that their issues are addressed at Municipal
planning level.

The institutionalisation of gender mainstreaming in public
participation should be used as a performance indicator for all
government and non-governmental institutions.
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Affording women with the opportunity of learning to negotiate among themselves, their communities, as
well as with the government over the distribution of scarce resources and the prioritisation of issues for
distribution of these resources can assist in promoting gender sensitivity from a grassroots level.

CONCLUSION
The challenge of a developmental pattern striving to harmonise economies with
social and environmental needs requires active citizen participation on public
issues. Public participation in decisions about development is fundamental to
achieving lasting and possible solutions. This will inevitably add value to the
concept of representative democracy. Secondly, it will transform the democratic
system, energise it and create a permanent connection between the governed
and those who govern.
Mainstreaming gender issues in all areas using the various forms of public

participation will not only ensure gender equality in addressing the needs of
the South African citizenry but will attempt to ensure the inclusion of women in
these processes.
Promoting equality among men and women in the process of PB may promote
accountability and transparency not only in local communities but in households,
as both men and women are capacitated with the skill of budgeting. Equality in
households is a recipe for peace and harmony in homes, social cohesion and is
part of the recipe for mending the social fibre of society.
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The Amended Municipal
Systems Act
Hopes for improved Municipal Performance
> Glenn Hollands

New laws and policies have proven to be very dull tools for affecting
the long-promised and much needed turnaround strategy for municipal
government.
Local government may yet see the end of cadre
deployment and the assignment of key posts to the
politically connected. This is one of the main aims
of the Municipal Systems Amendment Act, enacted
on July 5, 2011.

be the same again. This Bill will open a new chapter
in local government and help turn it around into a
responsive, accountable, efficient and effective local
government system that will help accelerate service
delivery and the building of a better life for all.”

Once it is fully implemented, the Act will seek to
ensure that professional qualifications, experience
and competence are revived as criteria governing the
appointment of senior managers in local government.
While the public, justifiably disillusioned with the
performance of municipalities, is unlikely to hold
its collective breath, Acting Minister for Cooperative
Governance and Traditional Affairs, Nathi Mthethwa,
was determined to signal a break with the past
when he addressed Parliament in April last year.
Mthethwa promised “Local government will never

New laws and policies have proven to be very
dull tools for affecting the long-promised and
much needed turnaround strategy for municipal
government. However the 2011 Municipal Systems
Amendment Act is remarkable in that it goes head
to head with a very entrenched and dysfunctional
culture of municipal politics that has allowed the
ANC to retain the loyalty of local cadres by rewarding
them with senior posts in local government –
with scant regard to qualifications or experience.
Furthermore the strategy allowed the ruling party to
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supplement its control of most councils with pliant
and often weak administrators, only too willing
to take political direction. It also played havoc
with formal lines of authority as managers found
themselves out-maneuvered by junior staff that held
influential positions within the party.
These practises had disastrous consequences in
municipalities like Msunduzi, and most Eastern
Cape local governments. Many policy-thinkers
within the ANC were deeply unhappy about this
situation; however few imagined they would
have the influence or the fortitude to change this
from within.
There were several reasons why government
underwent this unusual reality check. Following up
on a 2009 national assessment of local government
by the Department of Cooperative Governance
and Traditional Affairs, National Treasury in its
2011 Local Government Budgets and Expenditure
Review found that “Personnel management in local
government has been marred in many instances

Skilled professionals are reluctant to take up posts in highly politicised municipal workplaces, whilst coping
with faltering amenities such as poor schools and weak health facilities. However for those of the correct HDI
profile, who are prepared to work “in the lallies” so to speak, pay packets have increased nicely and senior
managers in district municipalities are especially well paid.
other senior managers who report directly to her/
by poor recruitment practices, political interference      2006/07 and 2009/10, however average annual
him). However this provision does not apply to
in the appointment and dismissal of employees, the
growth in personnel expenditure was 17.4 per
managers who are already appointed when the
inability to attract and retain suitably qualified staff,
cent – much higher than the big cities. Treasury
Act takes effect.
high vacancy rates and the lack of performance
acknowledges that rural municipalities may find
management systems and other related symptoms.”
it difficult to recruit suitably qualified staff “…due 3. The senior managers referred to above may not
be appointed in an acting capacity for longer than
Treasury also pointed out that while employment
to the combined effect of the shortage of certain
3 months – if after that period, the municipality
levels in municipalities grew by a modest 4% (mainly
skills and a rigid approach to employment equity.”
can still not find an appropriate candidate, it may
in the secondary cities and district municipalities)
Skilled professionals are reluctant to take up
request the MEC for Local Government to second
between 2006 and 2009, services like debt
posts in highly politicised municipal workplaces,
a suitable person.
collection, repairs and maintenance, refuse removal,
whilst coping with faltering amenities such as
and meter-reading were increasingly outsourced. In
poor schools and weak health facilities. However 4. Performance agreements with the senior
managers must be concluded and signed
other words, although the municipalities were hiring
for those of the correct HDI profile, who are
within sixty days of appointment otherwise the
outside contractors to perform these functions, they
prepared to work “in the lallies1” so to speak,
appointment lapses.
did not significantly reduce associated staff costs.
pay packets have increased nicely and senior
In the context of weak recruitment procedures and
managers in district municipalities are especially 5. Staff members dismissed for misconduct may
only be employed in any municipality after a
factional disputes about the appointments to key
well paid. In rural / district government, personnel
period prescribed by the Minister has lapsed.
posts, many senior managers were appointed in
costs tended to hover at about 27% - 40% of the
In the case of misconduct related to financial
an acting role for extended periods – Buffalo City
total operating budget between 2006 and 2009;
duties, re-employment in any municipality is
Metro’s Municipal Manager for 2011 being a case
however this input has not been matched by an
unlawful for ten years.
in point. Compounding the situation, municipal staff
upturn in municipal service.
6. Organised local government (SALGA) may not
dismissed for misconduct or irregularity simply found
begin negotiations on wages before consulting
posts in other municipalities or in some instances
Over the past five years municipalities have
the Minister, and the Finance and Fiscal
other spheres of government.
tended to appoint senior managers on 5-year
Commission.
performance contracts, however there is
What of the huge expenditure on capacity building
little evidence of the effective monitoring and 7. Councillors may not vote in favour of or approve
any resolution which is in conflict with local
interventions like Project Consolidate and other handsenforcement of such contracts. National Treasury
government legislation.
on support interventions? Most evidence suggests
notes that, “(w)hile many municipalities have
that these have been important gap-fillers and have
developed sophisticated scorecards to assist in
The Municipal Systems Act is an unusually
frequently propped up key systems that would
measuring overall organisational performance,
straight forward attempt to deal with some
otherwise have collapsed, however these programmes
the actual translation of these score-cards
very obvious problems that beset municipal
generally focused on immediate improvements in
into individual performance agreements for
governance and administration. To some extent
services and financial governance and although they
senior management is often weak.” One
it tries to legislate away problems that arise not
tried to create capacity, could do little to resurrect
startling reason is that “…in many instances
from government per se but within the political
performance. More importantly, as National Treasury
managers are allowed to revise or change their
culture that has infiltrated some parties.
points out, capacity-building is no solution to “…
performance targets late in the year to ensure
laziness, mismanagement, incompetence and political
they get their bonuses…”
As a consequence it is an administrative - legal
interference.” While municipalities tend to carry many
solution to a social / political problem and may
vacancies in their staff structure, due to lack of funds
The Municipal Systems Amendment Act takes a
simply impede rather than reverse the decline
or the inability to attract applicants with appropriate
bold approach to this myriad of problems:
of local governance. It’s most reassuring feature
qualifications, they also appoint staff to positions that do
is that it reveals that there are still people in
not exist in the municipal organogram. In 2008/2009 1. Only persons with certain skills, qualifications,
government and the ANC who will not be
the Eastern Cape had the highest number of such
competency and expertise, as prescribed by the
side-lined simply because they subscribe the
appointments (6441).
Minister in regulations, may be appointed to the
principles of decent governance.
post of Municipal Manager.
Rural local government is a key feature of the Eastern 2. Senior political party office bearers, at any level of
Glenn Hollands is a member of Mbumba Development Services but writes
Cape. Across the country employment levels in rural
the party structure, may not be appointed to the
in his personal capacity.
local government declined by almost 7% between
top municipal jobs (the Municipal Manager and

Reference: 1A colloquial term used by both black and white people for the rural areas – has connotation of remoteness / slow pace of life.
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Civic Education

building a future where my democratic right matters
> Penelope Vellem
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Student politics shape how students view
themselves and how being a “comrade” means
everything to those who indulge themselves in the
relentless call of student politics. Student politics
is seen as the pathway to National Politics, and
having recently graduated from a Higher Learning
Institution (HLM), whenever there was a student
gathering (dominated mostly by black students) we
would be told that we are the next breed of leaders
to lead this country.
Living in a democratic state, people have a choice
on who to vote for; which is referred to as the
“people’s government”. This governing body is
made up of political groups which campaign for
these positions at regular elections which are tabled
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...we do not have an adequately theorised notion of participatory
democracy. What we have are models of institutionalizing platforms,
modes and systems of participation.
in our democratic calendars. People have the right
to participate as political candidates who stand for
similar and at times differing views. This is also true
for campus politics. However these relations lead to
differing levels of intolerance/ conflict. This has an
implication on the course of democracy in higher
learning institutions. At times this is driven by
external politics that are then fused into the learning
institution’s political arena.

There have recently been serious cases of violent
confrontations in the institutions of higher learning,
as students from different political formations
square it out at Student Representative Council
(SRC) elections. These incidents add no value to
our democracy. In fact, they tend to discourage free
and fair participation in political processes and lead
citizens to entertain the notion that those who end
up being ‘elected’ under such circumstances have
doubtful legitimacy (du Plessis, 2010).
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This article will look into the theory and practice of
participatory democracy, conflict resolution and
political tolerance, with a focus on the political systems
within youth groups, with an emphasis on Higher
Learning Institutions (HLI’s). This article will evaluate
the political scene in HLIs; looking at the maintenance
(or lack thereof) of the general principles of democracy,
which include the concepts of participation; equality;
tolerance; accountability; transparency; regular, free
and fair elections; the acceptance of the election
results a multi-party system; etc.
Theory and practice of participatory democracy
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that happens in the South African political arena.
According to Kondlo (2010), the involvement of many
different parties in the South African political scene,
the positive responses to elections and the perceived
fairness of the electoral procedures, are a collection of
attributes that we can accredit to the leadership we as
a country had had in the birthing stages of our young
democracy. This strategy of practicing democracy is,
or should be, mirrored into the democratic political
systems of HLI’s.

presidential report alluded to? The other side to
Fakir’s argument could be that it does not mean
that the opportunity to be involved in governmental
decision-making is made obvious by the fact that
one has been elected in a process of free and
fair elections. For example, I often hear people
complaining or passing comments that as citizens
we don’t elect the ‘man’ that holds the highest office
in the country, but rather we vote a party in, that then
elects a party president, who then automatically

Intolerance creates an inhibited society, which narrows citizen’s
perceptions of politics and shapes their subsequent behaviour.

Participatory democracy can be understood as a
form of democracy in which citizens are actively
involved in the decision-making processes of
government at different levels - on issues that interest
or affect them, and on the basis that mechanisms
and platforms will be in place to facilitate this. After
nearly 20 years of democratic rule there is still a
select few that make and pass decisions on behalf
of the greater body of citizens. This is sometimes
referred to as “participation through representation”.
But was this the participatory path envisioned by the
‘fathers and mothers’ of our democracy? This is also
true within higher learning institutions were youth
political organisations go head on to win the votes of
students, so as to be their “representatives”.

The presidency report (date not given) simplifies the
theoretical basis of participatory democracy to the
formal introduction of electoral democracy in 1994.
They refer to this as the development of a “tentative
multi-dimensional participatory democracy” that
had been positioned within a base framework
of constitutional and electoral democracy. This
democracy was spread out through a relatively wide
range of initiatives that introduced multiple levels
of engagement between government and citizens.
Also according to the presidency report, these forms
of engagement impacted on most of the phases of
political and policy decision making.

Kondlo (2010) views the term participatory
democracy, as big and fashionable but not necessarily
as sacrosanct as many may believe. Participatory
democracy is not totally inclusive as its proponents
may have us believe. However if we look at the trends
of the electoral multi-party democratic system that
is present in South Africa, it would be fair to argue
that there is a substantial amount of participation

According to Fakir (2010), by definition, participatory
democracy is neither direct nor representative.
He explains this by indicating that participatory
democracy does not mean that every citizen must
be involved, to the extent that everyone is asked
to vote, in every decision. The question then
becomes; who are the individuals that are fortunate
to participate in decision and policy making as the

assumes position as the country’s “number one
man” (a President by default, if you would have it).
In essence we do not have an adequately theorised
notion of participatory democracy. What we have
are models of institutionalizing platforms, modes
and systems of participation. Propositions in this
regard are preliminary and tenuous.
Mr. Fakir further said that participation cannot
happen if those who have the power, the influence
and are dominant, those who have access to
the means to perpetrate violence; if they cannot
accept, contend with or argue against views
different to those of their own.” Fakir further
explained that “a culture of tolerance involves
debate and dynamic exchanges of opinions and
arguments, whereby people can learn from others,
get closer to the truth, and benefit from a vital
public life”. “Developing a culture of tolerance is
a long term undertaking that removes the roots
of intolerance and is necessary for the democratic
process” (du Plessis, 2010).
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Political tolerance
When it comes to politics in higher learning institutes, one needs to bare in mind
the notion of political tolerance. According to Fakir (2010) “political tolerance”
and “participatory democracy” appear to be unrelated issues, but in his view,
one cannot happen without the other. For him these two (political tolerance and
participatory democracy) are quite intimately related. He further argues this by
saying that it is not possible for people to participate in a society and its affairs
in the absence of a degree of tolerance, i.e. tolerance is a precondition in order
to make participation possible.
On the other hand, Fakir (2010) also explains that political intolerance is
engendered by a willingness to restrict the rights of a disliked person or
group based merely and solely on their differing views, not on the harm that
they might be perceived to cause.  Intolerance creates an inhibited society,
which narrows citizen’s perceptions of politics and shapes their subsequent
behaviour. Just like at the University of Zululand where Sadesmo, the IFPaligned South African Students Democratic Movement, banned certain
individuals from participating in campus politics because they had publically
voiced their grievances with the Inkata Freedom Party mother body. Having
political tolerance allows for the participation of individuals that do not share
the same views and have different opinions.
South Africa has a multi-party democracy in which citizens have the right
to choose which political parties they want to support. “An opposition is not
the enemy” said Mashupye (cited in the Sowetan, 2010). Political intolerance
discourages citizens from practising their democratic right to vote without fear or
prejudice. The Mangosuthu University of Technology (MUT) has been known
for political tensions that manifested themselves during student representative
council (SRC) elections between IFP-aligned South African Students Democratic
Movement (Sadesmo) and ANC-aligned South African Students Congress
(Sasco). Kgaphola said the MUT, like a few other South African universities, had
been put under pressure to adopt some form of a “choiceless singularity” which

has been the cause of in-fights between political constituencies. Mashupye’s
observation indicated that these divisions within the educational institute
sometimes spilled over the perimeter of the university.
This then led the MUT to spend it’s time defending it’s political standpoint, as
if that had something to do with the main business of the institution; which is
to educate. He said in 2010, during the campaign for national and provincial
elections, the university made the news because of a political standoff between
rival student organisations (Sowetan, 2010). This is a reflection of a politically
intolerant climate (Kgaphola, cited by Sowetan 2010).

Conflict resolution
Conflict resolution involves a wide range of methods of addressing sources of conflict - whether at the inter-personal level or between states - and of finding means of
resolving a given conflict or of continuing it in less destructive forms than, say, armed conflict (Roberts and Garton, 2009). Processes of conflict resolution generally include
negotiation, mediation, diplomacy and creative peace-building. Also according to Roberts and Garton, the term “conflict resolution” is sometimes used interchangeably
with the terms “dispute resolution” or “alternative dispute resolution”. The concept of conflict resolution can also encompass the use of non-violent methods such as civil
resistance (also often called nonviolent resistance) by a party to a conflict, as a means of pursuing its goals, on the grounds that such means are more likely than armed
struggle to lead to effective resolution of the conflict  (Roberts and Garton, 2009).

Civic Education is not just focused on rectifying the ill trajectory of democratic principles within HLIs, but
also focuses on the lack of political awareness and involvement amongst the youth.

Civic Education: a focused agenda
Afesis-Corplan has started a Civic Education
project in response to numerous requests received
over the past few years to mediate in political
standoffs between youth political formations. What
has become obvious over the past few years is
that political differences amongst party political
organizations infiltrates through to student politics.
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The Civic Education project aims to bring young
people together to plug the gaps and to participate
actively in student politics but in a harmonious and
responsible manner.
Walter Sisulu University (WSU) in the Eastern
Cape has been under the spot light for reasons not

favourable for the reputation of the University. These
dents in the reputation of WSU have often been seen
as purely administrative, forgetting that WSU has
also been under scrutiny for its student governance
issues. Campus-based SRC’s from the 4 campuses
of WSU (East London, Queenstown, Mthatha and
Butterworth) report to a single institutional Student

Representative Council. It is difficult to describe the
SRC as representative, because when elections have
not been held regularly as stipulated by regulations
and when office bearers appear to advance external
political party interests rather than those of enrolled
students and where the SRC relates and reports more
to non-student formations than to the student body,
there is a concern for the political climate of such an
institution. Another legitimacy challenge faced by the
SRC occurred when students held strikes without the
SRC’s knowledge and participation.
On the 13th of December 2011 Prof Lourens van
Staden, who has been appointed Administrator for
Walter Sisulu University (WSU) by the Minister of
Education, Dr BE Nzimande MP, as stated in the
Government Gazette, No 34718 of 31 October 2011,
issued a memorandum regarding the state of student
governance at WSU. This follows a state where for two
years the university had not held SRC elections. Student
governance at the university had been suspended and
a new framework was created for an interim student
governance structure. The memorandum regarding
this matter stated that student governance at WSU had

these formations. Compliance with court judgments
and rulings on some of these matters was also not
adhered too. The need to urgently review and stabilise
student governance has become very critical if WSU is
to rise to the call of its national mandate and mission.
According to a new member of the interim
student governance structure, Mbongeni Mtsolo,
final year Education student at the Nelson
Mandela Drive campus in Mthatha, “the student
body is fully behind Professor Van Staden and

Afesis-corplan has started a Civic Education project in response to
numerous requests received over the past few years to mediate in
political standoffs between youth political formations.
for some time been unstable, with huge and serious
risks for the institution. An incomplete and fragmented
SRC constitution further contributed in promoting
the culture of instability within student formations.
The courts of the land had also been involved in the
attempts to resolve differences and conflicts within

he has their vote of confidence, following the
implementation of this structure”.
The WSU is one of the major Universities in the
Province and provides a higher education opportunity
for more than 26000 students. It needs the assistance

of as many external stakeholders as possible, including
Afesis-corplan’s Civic Education Project, to see it
through its turnaround strategy.
Civic Education is not just focused on rectifying the
ill trajectory of democratic principles within HLIs, but
also focuses on the lack of political awareness and
involvement amongst the youth. This is more of an
issue amongst the “so called” bourgeoisie generation
that could not care less about the political climate
of South Africa. Civic Education needs to also work
through this political ‘apathy’ in order to ensure a future
where your and my democratic rights are upheld.
If we look at the reality out there, the governance of
this country does not lie in the hands of academics,
but in the hands of those who are politically inclined.
Therefore to ensure that Higher Learning Institutions
produce well rounded academics that are politically
responsible and involved, Civic Education needs to be
adopted as part of grooming tomorrow’s leaders.

References: 1. Presidency report (undated) http://www.thepresidency.gov.za/docs/reports/15year_review/governance/pdemocracy/section1.pdf | 2. Kondlo, K. 2010. The Role of the Youth in Participatory Democracy. A Paper Presented At the 2nd
Quarter Seminar of Afesis-Corplan in East London, 16 July | 3. Fakir, E. 2010. Political Tolerance in a Participatory Democracy, An address during the Afesis-corplan 2nd Quarter Seminar, July 2010. | 4. Du Plessis, T. 2010. The Role of the Youth in
a Participatory Democracy: A Summary of Seminar Proceedings. Afesis-corplan East London. | 5. Mdletshe, C. 2010. Chancellor’s plea for political tolerance at varsity. The Sowetan live: http://www.sowetanlive.co.za/news/2010/12/06/chancellors-plea-for-political-tolerance-at-varsity | 6. Roberts, A & Garton, T. 2009 (eds.), Civil Resistance and Power Politics: The Experience of Non-violent Action from Gandhi to the Present, Oxford University Press, Oxford.

Civil Society Action
Groups (CSAG)
The CSAG’s are a collective of organisations that are mobilised and organised to engage and participate in local governance. The CSAG project aims
at promoting effective public participation through an independent forum whose operations are unencumbered by political affiliations and agendas. It
also aims to capacitate civil society organisations on the role they can play in holding local government accountable and monitoring local government
performance. This, the project does by creating and providing access to an ‘invited’ space aimed at strengthening public participation in the manner
initially intended for ward committees. The CSAG provide a different quality of participation to ward committees as they are devoid of political rigmarole
that characterise ward committees. The CSAG project is currently being conducted in the following municipalities; Great Kei, Amahlathi, Mbashe and
Buffalo City Metro Municipality.
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Background
On the 18th of November 2011 I attended a seminar in East London hosted by Afesis-corplan  that was attended by a range of roleplayers from government
to communities. I was frustrated by the false assumptions made about permaculture that were evident among the speakers and the audience. The seminar
explored small-scale (or small-holder) agriculture in the Eastern Cape. Speakers discussed the challenges that populations are expected to face because of
climate change and the worldwide depletion of natural resources. A documentary on The Cuban Case Study was shown, which examined the challenges
that citizens of Cuba faced because of a lack of resources after the United States imposed a trade embargo on Cuba. Permaculture design was shown to be an
effective strategy to grow one’s own food and manage the crisis of being “cut off from the world”.
From presentations and discussions at this seminar, both the speakers and the audience evidently assumed that permaculture design was a foreign idea. The
assumptions expressed at the seminar were that rural South Africans do not generally engage with permaculture practice. I argue that permaculture has a long
history in South Africa, and continues to be practised in many rural communities, even though people may not describe their gardening or farming techniques
using this term.

Permaculture as method
Permaculture is essentially about applying practical applications to ecology
theory (cf. Mollison & Holmgren 1978). Ecological design usually implements
local or regional needs and takes advantage of available resources. Symbiotic
relationships between certain species are often exploited and capitalised on
in the design, and there is the understanding that waste is a resource, rather
than a useless by-product (Ibid.; cf. McDonough & Braungart 2002). “Biomimicry” (replicating what is found in nature) is often utilised to tap into the
natural design methods that are already often apparent and function well.

Most rural inhabitants have a solid understanding
of how seasons operate on the rural landscape. They
know when to cultivate the land, when the rains are
nearing, when to plant, when to harvest, and what
plant species work in a symbiotic relationship to
one another.
Continued on page 25
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The Managed Land Settlement process
By Ronald Eglin | Artist: David Edwards

Managed land Settlement is a process whereby people settle on land in an organised manner with access to basic services, and basic tenure; and they start to
build their own houses with their own resources. Government is able to come back at a later stage and help upgrade and improve the environment.

PHASE 1

Bulk Preparation Phase

Where government and communities identify, obtain and get land ready on
which incremental settlement can occur.

Initiation and management

The Flood. A flood, service delivery protest or
something else triggers an interest in the Managed
Land Settlement approach from the community
and/or municipality.

Electing community leadership. Households in need
of land and shelter organise themselves and elect a
committee to represent their needs.

Bulk planning and environment

Linking into municipal bus routes. It is also confirmed
that the project area is linked into the municipal wide
public transport system.

Negotiating for land. The committee
negotiates with government and others to
find land that is well located relative to the
community’s needs and is suitable from a
municipal planning point of view.

Bulk services

Getting planning approvals. A broad framework plan showing the outer
boundaries of blocks is developed for the identified land and the necessary
town panning and environmental and other approvals are obtained.

Bulk access

Bulk land

Bulk organising

Installing bulk infrastructure. It is confirmed that a minimum level of bulk services
(water, sanitation, roads, etc.) is available or can be provided to the project area.

Bulk allocation

Bulk financing

Securing project finance. The
necessary finance is secured to
undertake land feasibility studies,
develop preliminary plans, buy the
land (if required), and put in the
bulk infrastructure.

Determining who allocated to land. Allocation criteria and process
are agreed to by role-players and households are identified who will
benefit from the Managed Land Settlement project.
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PHASE 2

Basic Development Phase

Where government, and/ or communities provide a basic level of service and
tenure security so households can start to build houses for themselves.

Basic organisation

Basic planning/
demarcation

Learning new skills. Households allocated to the piece of land
establish block and/or neighbourhood groups that can make
decisions on how to develop their blocks/ neighbourhoods.

Basic services

Marking out the plots.
Organised groups, with
support, determine
what the plots and
internal roads will
look like and mark out
plots within a formally
marked out outer
boundary.

Basic access

Basic tenure

Receiving basic tenure certificate. Households
are provided with some form of tenure security
that outlines their rights and responsibilities
related to living on the land, and in relation to
the owners of the land and/or those that have
authority over managing the land.

Basic financing

Using basic services. Households are provided with
access to at least a basic minimal accepted level of
services, such as communal standpipes and toilets.

Basic facilities

Meeting in rudimentary hall. As soon as
possible, from the start of the process,
households are provided with access
to rudimentary communal facilities and
services like schools, clinics, community
halls and building material yards.

Walking to local taxi stop. The local pedestrian
network is prioritised over the vehicular network
through the provision of, for example, taxi shelters,
pavements, and traffic calming features.

Funders launching new project. Government and
other funds are prioritised for the provision of basic
planning, tenure, services, facilities and access.

PHASE 3

Aided Self Development Phase

Where households start to build their own houses using their own resources

Aided organisational
development

Self study group learning
about organising. Allocated
households, at the local
scale, organise themselves
to be able to accountably
represent their needs
through the development
process.
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Aided local resource mobilisation

Members savings through savings scheme. Households
start saving money and material and conducting skills
surveys so these resources can be channelled towards
home and neighbourhood improvement.
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Local tenure
administration

Households transferring basic tenure
rights. The municipality or community
structures administer agreed procedures
to deal with the transfer of occupation
rights and land use etc. so that proper
records of tenure rights are maintained.

Aided self growing

Aided self build

Households building their own houses. Households
organise the building of their own houses using
their own resources, following rules for construction
as agreed with the land owner and municipality.
Building support may or may not be provided by
government and others.

Aided self work

Household growing their own food. Households, who
are interested, start using their plots to grow food and
raise small livestock. Agricultural support may or may
not be provided by government and others.

Household using plot for business. Households,
if they want and after getting the necessary
approvals, use their plots to run small businesses.
Business support may or may not be provided by
government and others.

Financing aided support

Aided health and safety

Reporting to a Community Policing Forum (CPF).
The community, working with others, undertakes
community policing activities; and create an
environment that is safe and healthy to live in.

Crèche built with donated funds. Households
and the community use their own and other local
resources to start doing things for themselves on
their plots and in their community, with government
and others adding to what is already taking place.

PHASE 4

Upgrading Phase

Where government and others help households to upgrade their tenure
security, level of services and house.

Upgrade tenure

Upgrade Services

Household receiving title deeds. Households who want too, with the support
of government and others, arrange for their occupation rights to be converted to
individual title deeds, communal title, rental or other form of tenure.

Upgrade facilities

Internal services being upgraded. The
municipality, in consultation with the
community, uses housing subsidies and
other funds to upgrade the water, sewerage,
roads, storm water, electricity and other
services.

Upgrade access

Upgrade house

Improved taxi interchange. The municipality or appropriate authority,
upgrades the pedestrian paths and shelters as well as the public
transport system, improving access and movement within the
community and to other parts of the municipality.

Houses improved. The municipality, or a developer
identified by the community, working with the
community and others, using government subsidies
upgrades the houses that the households have already
started building.

Hall converted to business advice
centre. The municipality, Department of
Education, Health, Public Works or any
other appropriate agency, working with
the community, upgrades the social and
economic facilities in the community.

Financing upgrading

Celebrating subsidised project completion. The
municipality or developer identified by the community,
accesses housing subsidies (usually Upgrading of
Informal Settlement, Peoples’ Housing Process, or
individual subsidy) and other subsidies to upgrade
the tenure, services, houses and other community
facilities.
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PHASE 5
On-going Phase

Where households, communities and government continue to maintain and
improve their houses and neighbourhoods.

Continue with aided self
development

Painting new room built in house. Households continue, using
their own resources, to maintain and improve their homes,
gardens, and local small businesses; and where possible
to access housing, agricultural and small business support
services.

Diagnosis and planning

Conducting evaluation survey. The
community, municipality and others, regularly
and throughout the incremental settlement
process, reflects on what has been done in
previous stages and uses this information to
inform subsequent interventions.

Continue with government
maintenance and
improvement

Removal of refuse. Government, in consultation with
the community, continues to maintain, improve and
expand the spaces, services and facilities they have
provided.

Affordability and Sustainability

Making extra money by sewing. Households are able to afford to stay in the house
and neighbourhood; and government collects the necessary rates, service fees and
intergovernmental transfers to be able to continue to provide and maintain the spaces, services
and facilities to an appropriate standard.

Replication and expansion

Presenting experience to new community. The government and community share lessons
of their experience with others who also undertake develop land and settlements following
incremental settlement processes.

More information on Managed Land Settlement:
www.incrementalsettlement.org.za
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Continued from page 20
Permaculture theory “understands” that the better designs are often those
that have developed over time, show complexity, and, most of all highlight
densely productive agriculture with the least possible input. Strategies
that are the least labour-intensive are extremely valued and provide the
best example of permaculture. There are currently many examples of
permaculture worldwide, often represented by eco-village settlements,
and intentional communities that often employ such strategies, with more
recent eco-municipalities (such as Curitiba in Brazil) offering training and
practical design-based courses on how to use permaculture principles .

However, the South African context may be “untapped”, in the sense that
permaculture practitioners have not implemented or learned from those
design strategies within the rural context. There has been little attempt
to synthesise what permaculture practices currently exist (although Leahy,
2009, has made some attempt). My understanding is that permaculture
strategy is much more regionally concentrated than is recognised. What is
needed, therefore, is more awareness to examine local permaculturalist
endeavours that have developed as a result of the history that the amaXhosa
(and others) have been working the land.

The homestead design strategy
The umzi, or homestead, can be characterised as
having several huts (or residential sites), a garden
plot adjacent to the huts, a cattle kraal and livestock,
tools and equipment, agricultural storage huts, other
implements for farming, and/or (an) agricultural
field(s). Establishing the homestead is culturally
considered a sign of social maturity and economic
prosperity, and the homestead holds material, social,
and religious/symbolic importance for its members

(Bundy 1988:20; Fay 2005; Hunter 1936;
Kuckertz 1990, 1984; Kuper 1980; McAllister
2001, 2006). Establishing the site for building
(inxiwa) is also important, as it relates to one’s
connection with the ancestors, and land rights to
burial sites (Berglund 1936; Cook 1931; Hoernlé
1966, original 1937; Hunter 1936; Krige 1936;
Soga 1931, 1930). The identification with land
is therefore fundamentally linked to the material

homestead, which ideologically connects one to the
village one lives in, and thereby gives some sense of
meaning to ones’ life (Ibid.). The umzi pattern has
historically developed in responding the surrounding
physical and climatic environment (Sansom 1974);
and, the homestead offers residents the physical
space to reflect on those social and ecological values
that they find important (cf. Bundy 1988:20; Wilson
& Thompson 1969).

(i) The rhythms of the garden
I have observed that considerable conscious design strategy is utilised to
construct both large and small salad/vegetable gardens (igadi or isitiya,
respectively). Rural homes often promote neighbourhood sharing, in
that neighbours gather to plant, weed, and harvest, thereby decreasing
the overall labour that individual families would require to maintain
the larger gardens  (cf. McAllister 2001, 2006). One of the benefits of
collective concentrated work is that it helps to “stack functions” (to use
a permaculture phrase), thereby increasing one’s agricultural returns.
Moreover shared work also has social benefits, in that it allows people in
society to reinforce their values through practising behaviours that they
collectively find appropriate (cf. McAllister 2006:43-80; Mollison 1979).
Permaculture design focuses heavily on natural patterns. Permaculture

To suggest that rural people are not engaged with
strategies that capitalise on rural resources is
plainly inaccurate.
designers are encouraged to develop an awareness of the patterns that
exist in nature (and how these function), in order to utilise specific design
in local, regional and site-specific places (cf. Mollison & Holmgren 1978).
In the rural Xhosa context, the “rhythms of the garden” are understood
by most villagers, who start to prepare in November (or before) for the

planting of crops in December. There is preparation (from October to
November), for example, to spread manure from the kraal (uthango),
as young boys dig out about half a metre or so of the fertile organic
fertiliser and spread it over parts of the larger gardens adjacent to the
homestead. The fertiliser soaks into the soil when the rains naturally
dilute the material. The rain also moves the soil around the field, as the
fertiliser gravitates from the upper sloped part of the garden to lower
sections. This strategy ensures a noticeable conservation of labour.
Other notable labour-saving strategies include working in collective
groups to weed and harvest the fields, as part of neighbourhood work
parties where a more nutritional drink, amarhewu, is offered to workers,
and meat (often chicken or mutton), too, is sometimes shared. There is
the expectation of reciprocation, to have similar work done on the garden
plot of another individual, which in most cases prolongs neighbourhood
and kin connections and the community spirit of working together (cf.
McAllister 2001, 2006). Most rural inhabitants have a solid understanding
of how seasons operate on the rural landscape. They know when to
cultivate the land, when the rains are nearing, when to plant, when to
harvest, and what plant species work in a symbiotic relationship to one
another. If a central feature of being a “good” permaculturalist is listening
and understanding how natural features and rhythms function, it can be
argued that many amaXhosa in the rural areas know the fundamentals
of permaculture design.

Image by © Openform
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(ii) Zones of permaculture design
One theoretical underpinning of permaculture design is the notion of zones
(Mollison & Holmgren 1978). The notion of zones enables an understanding
of how to design relationships with the built environment which reduces the
energy expended as a result of unnecessary labour. Often the household is
considered in relation to six zones, namely Zone 0 to Zone 5. The first zone,
Zone 0, is at the centre where the main households are based. The aim of
this zone is to locate the most needed resources, food items, and so forth,
in as close proximity as possible to household activity. An observable benefit
articulated by residents is to locate the umzi and dwellings on the ridgelines
of the valleys to protect rangelands and garden areas from the impact of
high-density settlements (cf. Fay 2011; Sansom 1974; Shaw and van
Warmelo 1981). For instance, building in the low-lying valley bottoms would
hinder the collective ability of village residents to share in riverine resources,
such as field production or water collection for drinking purposes (Moeller &
Perry 2011). Larger fields are also utilised, often as a right of the homestead
head (umninimzi) to have (a) field(s) near to stream and river locations.
Building in the low-lying areas would compromise collective rights to fields
and natural resources and would hinder the potential of households to
achieve economic success.
As economic success also has a social relationship, because those with wealth
often share in ritual gatherings and distribute wealth symbolically (in the form of
beer drinks and animal sacrifices, where portions of drink and meat are shared
throughout the community), ensuring that natural resources are accessible to all
members of the community (as resources such as water, grazing lands, and forest
wood are often regarded as collective entitlements), protecting these resources
for everyone in the village makes sense for both the individual family and the
collective success of the village as a whole. There is therefore the understanding (in
a permacultural sense of a first zone, or Zone 0) that households harness certain
elements of nature, such as the way the topography of the land can be used to
save people time and energy, whereby residents take advantage of gravity, and
understanding that heavy rainfall drainage can cause damage if houses are built in
lowland areas. Rural residents take advantage of nature, knowing the cycles of the
rural landscape. The homestead is ultimately organised to incorporate multiple
structures, namely the cattle kraal, garden, and houses (including storage huts).
These components lie in close proximity to one another for the benefits that

this brings, including conservation of labour output. The permaculture Zone 1
is that zone closest to the household, and it requires more frequent attention.
The smaller gardens often have, for example, cabbage, onions, carrots, kale,
other salad greens, chilli peppers, beans, and so on, which require more
careful attention in terms of the water they need. These gardens are often
located quite close to or behind animal enclosures and receive from time to
time throughout the year added fertiliser from cow manure. Xhosa women,
whose responsibility it is (generally) to take care of the plants and smaller
gardens mentioned above, are in much more constant proximity to attend to
the needs of and to protect and maintain these valuable food resources.
Different homestead structures create the best approximation of working with
the land in a sustainable way. For instance, animal enclosures and smaller
gardens are situated close to the houses to monitor these resources with regard
to theft, or to intervene if animals fall sick. In the case of tending to one’s
produce, the labour to water plants is reduced by the distance required to fetch
and dispense water.
The permaculture ideas of Zones 2 and 3 include growing vegetables or plants
that require less frequent maintenance and less “weed control”. In the rural
Xhosa context, these zones are often represented by the larger gardens behind
the cattle kraal. The gardens often lie fallow for some time after the harvest
of maize, but do require weeding at intervals throughout the growing season.
Generally, the larger gardens do not require as much attention as the smaller
salad gardens (isitiya). Interestingly, intercropping, another permaculture
design strategy, among plant species is practised in the rural context. Maize is
often planted with a variety of beans and squash, albeit beans and squash are
often grown more along the edges of gardens.
Zones 4 and 5 indicate places which are “semi-wild” or “wild’, respectively. In
the rural Xhosa context, these locations happen to be the wider untilled fields,
streams, river-valley lowlands, and forests. In both these zones, rural residents
make use of their natural surroundings by foraging and collecting wild foods,
medicinal plants, timber for building, and firewood, and some community
members hunt for small game such as Cape hare (Lepus capensis), or
umvundla in isiXhosa (cf. Sansom 1974; Timmermans 2004, 2002).

“Are we shaming the rural agrarian producer, because he or she is an easy target compared to the complex
and difficult question of how to improve rural South Africa? Are we perhaps looking for easy answers from
foreign models?”

(iii) Rainwater harvesting
If one considers permaculture as a “toolkit”, with one’s abilitxy to “work
with nature rather than against nature”, to paraphrase Mollison’s (1979)
philosophy, then the residents of the rural Eastern Cape are very much engaged
in proactive strategies to capitalise on what natural resources exist (cf. Fay
2011; Timmermans 2004). Rainwater harvesting is one of those changing
adaptations that people are making to better their lives (cf. Moeller and Perry
2011). Most  rural households I have spoken to want large plastic tanks, (often
the green-type manufactured by Jojo Tanks), as these provide residents with a
method of harvesting rain from the rooftops of dwellings, relieving them of the
burden of the heavy labour incurred in collecting water.
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Many homeowners already engage in more ad hoc rainwater collecting, as
they use a variety of makeshift gutters and gutter systems to collect rainwater in
whatever buckets, basins, and larger barrels of metal and/or plastic containers
that they have at hand (Ibid.). Storing and collecting natural resources to save
on the energy of collecting these materials, or to save on the cost of purchasing
materials, is another hallmark of permaculture philosophy (cf. Mollison &
Holmgren 1978). Currently the use of storage tanks for rain has empowered
many women (particularly the elderly) to avoid the physically demanding
labour of hauling water from the valley streams and springs (emthonjeni) up to
the ridge locations (Moeller and Perry 2011).

Discussion:
The basic permaculturalist strategies that rural residents employ, that I have
described above, drawn from field research I have conducted in and around
the Mnquma local municipality, highlight some key points, such as the ability
of rural inhabitants to observe and engage with the ecosystems found in
nature, where such observation and engagement are attributes of permaculture
. Such interaction, namely that between the observable reality of nature and
human action, has been translated into an overall design strategy, which the
homestead exemplifies. It is felt that the design solutions of rural villages are
regional adaptations, in the fullest sense, of realising a “permaculture ideal”.
The homestead design has the ability to capture and store energy, such as when
manure as fertiliser is allowed to accumulate in the kraal, and is then applied on
gardens and fields. The design also offers other attributes that are characteristic
of permaculture, for example, permaculture ideas such as obtaining surplus
yields, making the best use of the resources found in nature, utilising waste
products, integrating rather than segregating systems, and, more importantly,
diversifying plant species, all help to sustain the ability of residents to maintain
households (cf. Sansom 1974; Shaw 1974; Shackleton, Shackleton & Cousins
2000). It is felt that homestead design methodology is similar to permaculture,
readily adapting to change (Perry, 2011). This includes moulding new ideas and
technology into a redesign of the homestead that offers a unique, culture-specific
response to the built environment, including the incorporation of permaculturallike values centred on maintaining some continuity to an agrarian lifestyle.
The Afesis-corplan conference prompted the question for me of why the
speakers and participants generally overlooked what I perceived as constructive,
namely that the rural amaXhosa engage and practise agriculture very much in
line with permaculture ideology. I gained the impression from speakers that
they thought that agriculture production in communal areas of the Eastern Cape
was negligible. It perhaps makes more sense to explore and adapt new ideas
to what local people already practise, rather than to try to introduce what could
be perceived as an entirely new method. One should never doubt the systems
of cultural practice, as these often develop over time and embrace “indigenous

knowledge”. I think the rural engagement with an agrarian lifestyle is more
complex than it appears, as cultural characteristics of rural Xhosa life in these
areas reflects alternatives to “model[s] of what agriculture should be: productive,
efficient, rational, enterprising, and ‘modern’” (Bundy 1988:22). To suggest
that rural people are not engaged with strategies that capitalise on rural
resources is plainly inaccurate. As Bundy (1988:22-23) notes, such a view
lacks appreciation of colonial history and the technology (or lack thereof) that
rural people have access to in a racially divided South Africa inherited from the
apartheid era. I am not convinced that we should be approaching the concerns
of agriculture development in the Eastern Cape as a “problem” and believe
best-practice approaches from other parts of the world have the best potential
to succeed when these practices take cognisance of the needs of locals and
the current agrarian practices that they engage in. This idea is not a new one.
Principles such as the one stressed here have been advocated by development
practitioners and within NGO circles for some time  (cf. Leahy 2009; Schech
& Haggis 2002).
My hope for the conference was one wanting to hear more discussion about how
government (and other pertinent stakeholders) could support current agriculture
strategy but incorporate agrarian practices with new technologies. The more
important debate should be about improving upon what rural attributes exists
above and beyond debates suggesting agrarian culture has dissolved. I imagine
there are many more synergies that could be made to incorporate 21st century
developments with current agrarian practices. This has potential to develop both
basic services and increase upon the agricultural sector of the Eastern Cape.
From my ethnographic work, it is clear to me that people are already well aware
of or engaged in best-practice attempts at working the land, which includes a
type of management of the limitations and challenges that currently exist. The
question for the Eastern Cape context is perhaps more direct: “Are we shaming
the rural agrarian producer, because he or she is an easy target compared to
the complex and difficult question of how to improve rural South Africa? Are we
perhaps looking for easy answers from foreign models?”

Conclusion
We need to try to unearth why there is such
a knee-jerk reaction that dismisses aspects of
agrarian culture as “inefficient”, “backward”, and
“unproductive”. Why is it that it is more often the
case that assumptions of rural engagement with the
land are quipped as “ill-designed”, and perceived
as strategies that lack merit or function for the mere
reason that production has waned over the years?
I suggest that research should explore and unpack
rural Xhosa strategy as it relates to permaculture
principles, learning from Xhosa settlement strategies
that capitalise on natural resources. Although I agree
with comments from the conference concerning the
importance of understanding how state capital and
welfare programmes are used in livelihood strategies,
I believe there is a greater need to understand why
people reinvest resources into agriculture activities.
For example, homestead gardens remain valued,
because without them, one would struggle to

maintain a nutritional diet. Permaculture design and
strategy exists in rural areas and is exemplified by
an overall homestead design. The residents of rural
villages I have worked with are adapting to changes
in the built environment, and are retaining agrarian
values and practices as sacrosanct. We need to
revisit rural Eastern Cape settlement designs for their
permaculture principles (and improve upon them).
Many amaXhosa are very much permaculturalists,
even if the term is confusing to some. It is perhaps
much more in the interests of changing lives that
both local and foreign ideas can be incorporated
and understood for the similarities they share and
the benefits that can be derived from learning about
alternative ways of living off the land.
I do not believe the assumption made by many
at the Afesis-corplan seminar that permaculture
is a foreign concept. I suggest that the homestead

design-strategy could very well weather a
problematic and uncertain global future especially
if certain design features could be improved upon.
Despite the challenges, I believe that rural agrarian
culture is vibrant and alive, neglected in study for
its permaculture principles because much wider
perceptions within South African believe the rural
areas have been “de-agrarianised”. If there is a
desire to revitalise a “permaculture ethos”, then
there is a need to acknowledge that people have
engaged in, and continue to engage in, agrarian
strategies that approximate permaculture practice
and theory.
Note: This is an edited version of a longer article
written by the author for his PhD studies in Social
Anthropology.
References: See article on Afesis-corplan website for a full
reference list
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Informal settlements

what can South Africa learn from the Brazilian experience?
> Edesio Fernandes

...it is crucial that South African policymakers fully understand the
causes of the phenomenon of informal development to successfully
confront it, as the lack of such a clear understanding often leads to
the formulation and implementation of public policies that end up
reproducing, and even worsening, the phenomenon and its negative
consequences.
Despite South Africa’s impressive housing delivery
numbers, the growing rates of informal urban
development in South Africa have clearly indicated
the limits of the national government’s housing policy
to date. In this context, what can South Africa learn
from the Brazilian experience regarding the matter
of how to confront the phenomenon of informal
development? After all, there are many possible
layers of comparison between both countries, to
such an extent that Brazil’s economic development
especially since the 1970s, including its resulting
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socio-spatial structure, has often been criticised as
a process of “social apartheid”. Unlike South Africa,
urban development has long consolidated in Brazil,
with 83% of people currently living in urban areas.
This process has been visibly marked by intense
socio-spatial segregation, and over several decades
an enormous segment of Brazilian society – the vast
majority, in many cities – have only had access to
urban land and housing through a wide range of
informal processes. However, informal development
is not new in Brazil, nor is the formulation of public

policies aimed at the regularisation of consolidated
informal settlements. I would argue that there are
several general, conceptual lessons, both positive
and negative, that can be learnt from the Brazilian
experience by South African public authorities
and community organisations, especially while
the South-African process of urban development
is still far more manageable than the Brazilian
one. In hoping to contribute towards this growing
discussion in South Africa, I will briefly present my
main findings following over three decades dealing
with the matter of informal development in Brazil,
as well as in several other Latin American countries
such as Mexico, Colombia and Peru.2
It is undeniable that the informal development
processes have historically generated more and
better housing options for the vast majority of
the urban population in Brazil and several other
Latin American countries than the few existing

governmental housing policies. For that reason,
among some sectors, urban informality has long
been largely perceived as a solution, rather than a
problem. However, there is a growing understanding
that there is a whole series of very significant
social, environmental, political and legal negative
consequences and impacts resulting from informal
urban land development. Moreover, recent studies
have stressed the financial implications of informal
development, both from the more immediate
viewpoint of the affected residents – who have paid
increasingly higher land, rental and/or servicesrelated prices to live under very precarious and
hazardous conditions – and from the overall
perspective of the urban population as a whole. Put
briefly, besides being socially unjust, cities largely
produced through informal processes are essentially
fragmented, irrational, inefficient, polluted and unsafe
– thus being highly costly for all urban residents also
in financial terms. The enormous financial costs
of regularisation programmes can also no longer
be underestimated. For all these reasons, from a
broader and long-term viewpoint, it is imperative to
see informal development as a serious problem to be
confronted by the government and by society - the
fundamental question still to be properly answered
being how to do so.
To begin with, it is crucial that South African
policymakers fully understand the causes of
the phenomenon of informal development to
successfully confront it, as the lack of such a
clear understanding often leads to the formulation
and implementation of public policies that end up
reproducing, and even worsening, the phenomenon
and its negative consequences. Informal urban
development has historically resulted from the
combination of a range of causes, certainly including
macroeconomic factors – both global and national –
related to the conditions of wealth distribution and
job creation, as well as to the lack of effective rural
policies. Social poverty has unquestionably played a
fundamental role in it, but by no means is it the sole
cause of informal development. Indeed, in Brazil
as in many Latin American countries, the rates of
informal development rates are currently higher
than those of urban development and of poverty
growth, thus indicating that there is more to informal
development than social poverty.
It also means that there is a great deal that the
governments, at all levels but especially at the
local level, can do to confront the phenomenon
of informal urban development, aiming at least to
minimise the serious problems resulting from it, as

there are several factors at stake that have directly
to do with the conditions of (local) urban land
policy and spatial organisation. In fact, in Brazil
as in most developing countries, to a large extent
informal urban development has resulted from
the failure of public housing policies, which have
not generated sufficient, accessible, affordable,
and/or adequate options to the urban poor. It has
also resulted from the lack of options of access to
serviced land and housing offered by the formal
land and housing markets.
At a more local level, there is a lot to be said about
the elitist land delivery system and urban planning
regulations in force in many cities, which have failed
to take into account the socio-economic realities
determining the conditions of access to land as well
as to earmark urban land for low income housing,
thus fomenting a highly speculative land and
property market. The bureaucratic, technocratic,
fragmented, lengthy, and costly conditions of urban
management also should be criticised, together
with their exclusionary nature, especially given
the unequal conditions of concentration of public
services and facilities in few parts of the cities. As
a rule, most local administrations have made poor
use of the fiscal and other financial resources they

have at hand, including the possibility of recovering
for the communities some of the gigantic surplus
land and property values generated by the action of
the local state through public services, public works
and changes in urban legislation – and which have
been fully appropriated by individual land and
property owners. Moreover, in many contexts there
still is no clearly defined policy for the sociallyoriented use of the significant stock of public land
and property.
Political patronage has certainly played a
fundamental role in many ways, and political
clientelism has renewed itself by maintaining
all sorts of ambiguous situations where people
are not fully recognised as subjects of rights and
therefore still depend on political favours. Last, but
not least, informal development has resulted from
the exclusionary nature of the overall legal systems
in force, that in many Latin American and other
developing countries still overemphasise individual
property rights – and a largely unqualified vision of
land property basically as an economic commodity
– to the detriment of a more socially-oriented
approach, that of the social value of property,
proposing a better balance between individual and
collective interests and rights.
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South African urban planners, managers, policy and law-makers still need to fully understand that
spatial/ urban planning is not a mere technical
exercise. By determining what can be done
where, how, when and by whom, as well as by
concentrating services and facilities in few part of the
cities, the overall urban planning and management
system is directly determining the conditions of the
formation, and the main dynamics, of land and
property prices – thus also determining who can live
where, and how, in the city. Far from being hostages
of urban developers and land and property markets,
as they often feel, urban planners and managers
instead have historically created and fomented
highly exclusionary and increasingly speculative
land and property markets. To a large extent,
urban informality has been generated by the urban
planning and management system itself.

fact, there are studies suggesting that to produce
adequate low income housing options for the
urban poor can be three times cheaper than to
implement traditional regularisation policies –
which are intrinsically complex, bureaucratic,
expensive, and without the possibility of jumping
stages. In order to prevent informal development,
policymakers at all levels, but especially at the
local level, have to formulate and implement an
articulated range of land and housing policies,
including the compulsory use of serviced vacant
land and under-utilised built properties; new
constructions of low income and social housing
units by the state, the private and the community
sectors, supported by suitable housing finance
mechanisms; earmarking well located land for
low income housing development; the sociallyoriented use of public land; rental housing;

South African urban planners, managers, policy - and law-makers still
need to fully understand that spatial/ urban planning is not a mere
technical exercise.
In this context, it is fundamental to discuss,
conceive and implement the bases of a broad
and articulated urban land governance framework
combining preventive and regularisation policies and
programmes so as to democratise the conditions of
access to serviced land and housing in cities.
The Latin American experience clearly shows that
merely sectoral housing policies are not adequate,
and that to prevent informal development by
articulating land, urban, housing, environmental
and fiscal policies is cheaper, easier, and faster than
to regularise consolidated informal settlements. In
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temporary permits, etc. But, it should be noted
that, while stressing the essentially curative nature
of this public policy, not to regularise consolidated
informal settlements is no longer a valid option.
Although in many countries there have been
many attempts, often by violent means, to evict
communities and eradicate informal settlements
especially from the more centrally located urban
areas – that is, those areas more appealing to the
official land and property markets - the collective
displacement of the existing consolidated
settlements is not feasible and cannot be seriously
discussed as a suitable public policy for a number

of reasons. For starters, there is not enough
serviced land for that purpose, the ecological
footprint of which would be enormous; there are
not sufficient financial and technical resources,
either; people living in informal settlements have
established their vibrant social and economic
capital networks, for many decades in some cases,
and often do not want to leave the areas; and the
legal systems have increasingly recognised that
people have a right to stay on the land they have
occupied, naturally under better conditions, as a
result of the old legal principle that time, as well
as necessity, create rights. Indeed, the right to the
regularisation of informal settlements is a central
component of the social right to adequate housing.
To regularise informal settlements is important to all
residents in the settlements and to the cities as a
whole, given the above mentioned number of high
socio-environmental, political, legal and financial
costs resulting from the phenomenon of informal
development. Also in this context, the question is
how to regularise. Regularisation policies must be
articulated with preventive policies; if conceived
in isolation, they may worsen existing problems,
increase land prices and distort informal land markets
even further, attract more people to the regularised
areas, as well as promote the gentrification of the
areas (especially the more central ones) and thus
provoke the growing pressure by land developers
and promoters interested in capitalising upon the
public investments in the informal areas. When
the so-called “eviction by the market” happens,
the traditional communities do not remain on the
land and ultimately the main beneficiaries of the
public policies are not always the urban poor. For all
these reasons, regularisation policies cannot be the
housing policy par excellence.

As well as articulating curative regularisation policies with preventive ones, the
challenge for policymakers is to promote, in an integrated manner, both the
individual security of tenure of the residents – thus giving them full protection
against forced eviction – and the socio-spatial integration of the informal areas
and their communities - so as to guarantee their permanence on the occupied
land. The Latin American experience has already shown that regularisation
policies are only fully sustainable when they combine several dimensions,
namely: upgrading works, implementation of infrastructure and provision
of services; the legalisation of the areas, plots and houses; as well as socioeconomic programmes aiming to generate income and job opportunities for
the communities. It should not be assumed that the legalisation of the areas
automatically follows their upgrading, both dimensions should be tackled
together. The actual scale of the problem of urban informality should be
reflected in the scale and reach of the adopted regularisation policies, for which
purpose the existing financial resources, technical criteria, capacity to act, and
the nature of the rights to be recognised should be taken into account in a
combined manner by the public authorities. It is generally better to do less than
what would be ideal, but in more places, thus guaranteeing the presence of the
state in the whole territory and minimising further distortions in the formal and
informal land markets.
The decision as to how to legalise the areas deserves special attention. It is not
enough to “legalise the illegal” simply by decree, without critically questioning the
legal system – regarding both land rights and urban planning and management
regulations - that has caused informal development in the first place. There is
a set of legal instruments that can be used in order to promote both individual
security of tenure and collective socio-spatial integration in a combined manner
– such as demarcation of the Brazilian “Special Zones of Social Interest”
corresponding to the areas occupied by informal settlements. In this context, it

However, given the high costs of the public intervention, the public authorities
have to mobilise financial resources in several ways, including by recovering
for the community the huge surplus value generated by state action and
appropriated by few. Continuity is crucial as the complex regularisation
programmes require time to provoke effects; equally crucial are institutional
integration and clear leadership. It should also be stressed that, given the
complexity of the matter, merely local policies are not sufficient, and articulated
intergovernmental relations are fundamental. There is a great role to be played
by the establishment of solid partnerships with the private and the community
sectors, as well as by committed academics – it was not long ago that South
Africa had to “import” Cuban architects to help formulate technical projects
for some informal settlements, as the local professionals did not know how to
respond to the specific needs of the residents.

There is no need to promote an unqualified privatisation of public land so as to materialise the social
right to housing. The importance of inclusive urban planning tools to help guarantee the permanence of
the communities cannot be underestimated.
should be stressed that the public authorities’ legal obligation is not to distribute
property titles, but to recognise the fulfilment of the social right to housing.
Freehold titles may be a valid option for that purpose, but it is not the sole one,
nor is it oftentimes the best one. Collective titling and customary rules should
be considered. A gender-oriented approach is fundamental, as women and
their children are the parties most directly affected by informal development.
In particular, there is no need to promote an unqualified privatisation of public
land so as to materialise the social right to housing. The importance of inclusive
urban planning tools to help guarantee the permanence of the communities
cannot be underestimated. Longstanding institutional, legal, judicial, and
registration obstacles need to be removed.
It is clear from the Brazilian experience that the most consistent policies are
those that involve popular participation in all the stages, from the design of the
projects to the main technical and political decisions, including some form of
participation of the residents in the financing of the regularisation programmes.

If South Africa has more chances than Brazil to respond to the “perpetual
challenge of informal development”3 in a better, more articulated, more
sustainable and quicker way, it should be said that many analysts have lately
commented on the gradual “Brazilianisation” of South Africa, meaning that,
instead of confronting the existing problems head-on, inadequate public policies
in the country would have been creating layers and layers of ambiguities,
contradictions, grey areas. If that is really the case, the ultimate lesson from
the Brazilian experience is that the people living in informal settlements have to
do whatever they can to claim and fight for the materialisation of their housing
rights, within and without the state apparatus, and not wait passively for the
state to provide for them. The socio-political pacts that in some cases may be
creating a sense or perception of security of tenure amongest people living in
informal settlements can change quickly, and they do change, and even the
residents of long established settlements may find themselves exposed to the
renewed threat of forced eviction.

Notes: 1. Jurist and urban planner; international legal consultant; contact: edesiofernandes@compuserve.com | 2. For more information on the Latin American experience, see Fernandes, Edesio (2011) Regularisation of Informal Settlements in
Latin America, Policy Focus Report, Cambridge, MA: Lincoln Institute of Land Policy. | 3. Huchzermeyer, Marie and Karam, Aly (eds) 2006 Informal settlements: A perpetual challenge?, Cape Town: UCT Press.
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Examining the impact of the forced
removal
of
Bungeni
Community
Impact on grassroots democracy
> Teresa Connor

During 2011, the Fort Hare Institute of Social and Economic Research (FHISER), in conjunction with the Institute for the Study of
Democracy at the University of Johannesburg and Rhodes, conducted a research project into the forced removal of the Bhungeni
Informal Settlement in Butterworth and its implication for grassroots democracy. This article draws insight from some of the
findings of this research.
During the peak of Bantustan rule in South
Africa during the 1970s, Butterworth saw
the development of around 80 manufacturing
enterprises in the town. In 2006, only 12 of
these 80 enterprises were operational. The inner
city decline of Butterworth in the 1990s was
exacerbated by the large-scale influx of rural poor
into small towns in the old Transkei. Many squatters
simply seized land on the town commonage, and
elected civic structures that sometimes operated
separately to (perceived) corrupt town councils.
Prior to 1994, the Butterworth town council, like
many others, was powerless to address the root
cause of problems in urban areas due to unilateral
‘interference’ by Umtata-based officials. After
1994, the Butterworth municipality inherited
various problems from the Transkei era: shortages
of housing, drastic inner city decline and lack of
services (especially water), and the institutional
mess left by the Transkei Development Corporation
(TDC), the old Department of Local Government
and the Holomisa regime. The most apparent
problem was the abandoned middle to high
income housing projects of the TDC as well as the
large informal settlements that people occupied
during 1996/1997.
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Cherry and Bank (1993:30) point out the central
contradiction of the old Transkei during the 1990s,
despite claims of democratization by Holomisa, old
power structures of the Bantustans were left virtually
untouched. Local authorities were often directed to
behave in a ‘responsible and democratic manner’
– ‘but without the creation of mechanisms that
might compel the relevant officials to abide by these
directives or make them more accountable for their
actions’ (Cherry & Bank 1993: 25). But how do
these patterns influence Butterworth in the present,
are the problems of the past echoed in the present?
The decade after 2000 was dominated by a
long process of political infighting and wrangling
between different factions of the ANC, eventually
resulting in the emergence of a neo-liberal idea
of a ‘developmental state’. Locally, provincial neoliberalism means that provinces can be marketed as
places for global investment and business tourism.
Private partners work with municipalities to create
spatial development zones, industrial parks and
zones, business districts, shopping malls and large

housing estates. Whether the present council has
been equipped (by the state) to actively address its
problems, instead of simply being told to conform
to party directives, remains to be seen. Some of the
more particular problems of the neo-liberal state can
be seen in Butterworth through events leading up to
the 2011 municipal elections.
Just before the 2011 elections, the Bhungeni
community was forcibly removed from a piece of
land designated to become the site of Butterworth’s
new mega-mall. The then Mayor of Butterworth,
Nomlindo Dyanti, who was also the ward councillor
for Bhungeni, served a notice of eviction before the
magistrate, who then ordered the removal of the
community. The community alleged that they were
not allowed to participate in the discussion and that
their rights were trampled on.
On the morning of 25 March 2011, 290 residents
of the Bhungeni informal settlement woke up
to the noise of trucks and bulldozers. Residents
were moved to Chetty, an old industrial area in

Locally, provincial neo-liberalism means that provinces can be
marketed as places for global investment and business tourism.

Butterworth, where they lived for almost two weeks
in an abandoned factory warehouse. Although the
original settlement in Bhungeni had no electricity and
limited water supply, residents were very disturbed
about the eviction – they blamed the Mayor for
selling them out. The residential committee stated
that Mayor Dyanti claimed that the ‘community
had agreed to relocate’. The residential committtee
alleges that they had ’never agreed to move’ and
that they were not against the construction of the
mall. What they did request, however, was that their
earlier search for land should have been honoured
by the Municipality, and that the eviction itself
should have been organised better.
“We are saying that the municipality must build
us houses first and look for permanent land. We
wanted to leave this place properly, in a more secure
manner,” said one gentleman.
“She (Dyanti) was our ward councillor and had
knowledge about everything that took place here.
She did nothing to develop us ever since she was
voted into power. She just ignored us. There was no
progress in court with regard to our land, it was only
when she was appointed as Mayor that we were
moved,” said one woman.
During the move, people lost most of their belongings.
The factory they were moved to was inappropriate in
that the metal roof was hot, there was no ventilation
and no doors, making privacy impossible. Some
cars were still driven and parked inside the building
while people lived there, and beds were in puddles
of water from recent rains. For the first few days of
the move, water supply and toilets were absent, a
tap was eventually connected to a fire extinguisher
after two days. After one week people were still living
in the factory site and by the second week of April
2011 most people had given up hope.
Eventually, the residential committee approached
the Presidents’ Office, and they were moved to a
temporary site – known as KwaEugene (Eugene’s
place) named after the person from the Presidents’
Office who was responsible for saving them from the
factory warehouse. By mid-April 2011 the residential
crisis committee members indicated that 30
temporary dwellings had been built and these were
not enough to cater for even a quarter of the number
of the residents. One resident mentioned that:
“What we are asking for as community members is
very simple, we want the municipality to listen to

...provision of services and investments often takes place without
any form of local involvement and only serves to benefit those who
have economic resources.
our voices. For example, the whole community of
Bhungeni was evicted without prior consultation,
and the community was not involved. Also we were
never involved in the process around the building
of a Mall”.
It is accurate to say that the Mnquma municipality
tried their best to provide some recreational and
economic-boosting infrastructure for the area in the
form of a shopping mall. However, civil servants and
politicians still frame local service delivery in terms
of investor development and business opportunities,
and fail to link these to issues of grassroots politics.
As the respondents above argue, provision of services
and investments often takes place without any form
of local involvement and only serves to benefit those
who have economic resources. One respondent
interviewed summarised this aptly:
“We are simply treated as subordinates; no one from
the municipality is willing to listen to us. They take
big decisions that are affecting many people, yet
such affected people are not involved in the talks”.
Many analysts argue that the lack of community
participation in places such as Butterworth can
be ascribed to poverty and lack of resources. High
economic opportunities are thus supposed to ‘boost’
levels of participation, which means that individuals
with little (or no) income do not participate much
in local governance. To many people, this explains
why politicians in Butterworth do not have much
interest in communities, and why people themselves
are so disempowered. Economic stakes are low, and
unemployed people do not have much self-esteem.
Seemingly many people in South Africa seem to
believe this, and often complain that they do not
participate in politics because they are ‘unemployed’.
Similarly, many people argue that vulnerable groups
such as women or female-headed households
are marginalised due to economic poverty and
unemployment.
There are several problems associated with this
argument. The first is that the rural poor, in the
Transkei itself during the 1960s and 1970s, as
well as in urban areas around the globe, have
been responsible for some of the most vociferous
opposition to capitalist politics in the last four
decades. Various civil society groups, such as
the Landless People’s Movement, the Treatment

Action Campaign, the Anti-Evictions Campaign, the
Homeless Peoples’ Alliance, and various smaller
civic groups have contributed significantly to
enhancing our understanding of the ability of poor
communities to fight injustice in post-apartheid
South Africa (Ballard and Habib et al 2006).
Ascribing lack of political clout to ‘unemployment’
would diminish the role that organisations such as
the Bhungeni Residential Committee have played
in the longevity and cohesiveness of their internal
political voices. Secondly, reducing political voice to
a lack of economic power also diminishes the value
attached to local debate and citizen participation
by local politicians. Labelling people as ‘poor’
automatically relegates them to be voiceless, and
therefore powerless. In this sense, the category of
the ‘unemployed’ has become problematic in South
Africa. These individuals are treated and labelled as
beggars, recipients of aid, and thus relegate them
to be incompetent. Unfortunately, the municipal
mandate of ‘service delivery’ has done precisely this people in the Eastern Cape have been stigmatised as
being poor, and residents in Butterworth treated as if
they have no power or voice. Of course, the opposite
is true. Informal settlements like Bhungeni have
been in existence since the birth of these settlements
20 years ago, and cannot be silenced easily.
One remaining question is how the experiences of
revolutionary movements and radical thoughts of
the past can provide the source material for change
in the present. The recurrent problems of revolutions
are that organisations tend, at some point in the
process of institutionalisation, to become counter
revolutionary. This is self-evident in Butterworth –
the ‘middle class’ revolutionaries of the 1990s are
now responsible for mismanagement and political
instability, and the strong civil society groups who
informed revolution are now weaker, informed by
political divisions within the province and council. In
essence, politicians in Mnquma need to go beyond
service delivery, but apply the principles of grassroots
democracy, accountability and basic human dignity
as a first priority. Likewise, citizens of the Eastern
Cape need to recognise the voices of people beyond
the labels of economic marginalisation, and go
beyond economic service delivery to achieve the
political recognition that people deserve.

Reference: Ballard, R, Habib, A, and Valodia, I (eds). 2006. Voices of Protest: Social Movements in Post-Apartheid South Africa. Pietermaritzburg, UKZN Press. | Cherry, J and Bank, L. 1993. ‘A Tale of Two Homelands: Ciskei and Transkei’. Southern
Africa Report, ( (1), 25-35. www.africafiles.org.za
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Planning in the dark
> Pierre-Louis Lemercier

How long we are going to plan future developments
in the Province in the dark? The Eastern Cape
Department of Economic Development and
Environmental Affairs (DEDEA) is presently pushing
for an “Eastern Cape Sustainable Energy Strategy”
as well as an “Eastern Cape Innovation Strategy” to
be finalized soon.
DEDEA recognizes that policies on these issues
(that should logically come before and inform

renewable energy alternatives to fill these needs.
What is the cause of this poor state of affairs? Do we
really need Provincial and/or National authorities
to decide on local authority policy and strategies?
Wouldn’t it make better sense to decentralize
and capacitate and mandate local authorities
to develop their own strategies in a bottom up
consultation process? This would result in the
development of more realistic proposals and ease

Without a strong vision we will remain very hesitant and miss opportunities
to pursue development in low carbon sectors.
these strategies) are missing. It also rightly
states that a “sustainable economic development
study” should inform all these policies. It is
therefore quite surprising that DEDEA still wants
to go ahead and develop sustainable energy and
innovation strategies.
The Western Cape, for example, reviewed its energy
profile and developed its sustainable energy policy
years ago. The Western Cape Sustainable Energy
Policy defined exactly which sectors and companies
were using what type of energy and therefore could
calculate what their carbon emissions where. Based
on this data, the Western Cape has finally developed
an energy demand forecast, a strategy for the supply
of energy, a renewable energy growth plan and a
plan for decreasing carbon emissions.
In short, DEDEA in the Eastern Cape has decided
to short cut all this and go straight to the finish
line as if the rest was not important. Is a strong
vision and plan on which to build our future not
important? Without a strong vision we will remain
very hesitant and miss opportunities to pursue
development in low carbon sectors. We will, for
example, more than likely stick to nuclear or
open gas turbines for base or peak load energy
generation, instead of investing in or researching
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the implementation of these proposals by involving
the implementers from the start of the process,
thereby reducing the number of interventions from
above and facilitating coordination.
Without these critical broader development policy
studies, we will all continue to sit on the fence when
it comes to making key strategic decisions and
continue pushing in all directions but achieving little.
For example, same large economic interests will
continue promoting and getting the government to
invest in ‘old beaten paths’ such as trade, ecotourism,
large fossil fuel beneficiation plants, fuel refineries,
gas fracking and nuclear. But is that “sustainable
economic development”? Is it sustainable if it is not
informed by climate change threats and low carbon
needs? Is it the economic development we want if it
does not create livelihood for all?
The Nelson Mandela Bay Metropolitan Municipality
(NMBMM) initiated, many months ago, the
“definitions process” for a new vision that would
inform the Integrated Development Plan; but the
whole procedure collapsed; probably due to a lack
of political will. We have recently been told that this
”definitions process” will restart from within another
NMBMM sub directorate. This Metro vision would
feed nicely into a Provincial Economic Development

study. But is that possible knowing the difficulties
which these two levels have for coordinating their
activities? If only we could at least agree on a
definition of “sustainable economic development”!
An agreed definition of sustainable economic
development would help us reflect on the
appropriateness of, for example, human settlements
built far from work opportunities, with electricity
supplied from Mpumalanga coal power stations,
water from Lesotho and expensive waste and
sewage disposal services.
The recent discussion facilitated by the Nelson
Mandela Metropolitan University (NMMU)
Development Studies department, on “sustainable
human settlement” is to be commended. This
could be integrated into a bigger discussion
related to “Sustainable Economic Development”
in the Province. The momentum given by new
renewable energy developments such as the Van
Staden wind farm could also give us the opportunity
to reflect on this sustainability issue, plan robust
developments and start pilot projects to help show
us the way forward.
A clear commitment to a low carbon future
would also resolve present contradictions around
what type of energy future we should pursue
and strengthen initiatives such as the one of the
Nelson Mandela Bay Chamber of Commerce
who have recently launched a Renewable Energy
manufacturing task team.
Until this question of “what is sustainable economic
development?” is debated and concluded at the local
level and plans made accordingly, unsustainable
development interventions from the national level
and/or strong (global/ national/ local) interest groups
will fill the void.
*Pierre-Louis Lemercier writes in his personal capacity

Making Money
A Call for Monetary Reform Debate
> Ronald Eglin

Where does money come from?
Government makes it right? Wrong!
Almost all money is created by banks
through debt.
In the past money was a promise to
pay (a promissory note). If you took
your money to the bank you could
exchange the money for gold to the
same value as what was reflected on
the money note. You cannot do this
anymore. Now money is ‘fiat money’
or ‘near money’. Money is no longer
based on gold or any other product;
it is merely based on the confidence
society has that the money will be
accepted as legal tender by others.
There are two stages in the creation of
money. The first stage is through the
central bank, and the second stage is
through commercial banks. 1
In the first instance money is created
out of thin air by the South African
Reserve Bank (and similar central
banks around the world). The reserve
bank is not owned or managed by
government as many people think.
It is a private bank with more than
600 private shareholders. “Except
for the provision of the Bank that
no individual shareholder may hold
more than 10 000 shares of the total
number of 2 000 000 issued shares,
there is no limitation on shareholding.
The Bank’s shares are traded on
an Over-the-counter Share Trading
Facility managed by the Bank.” 2
Let’s assume that government needs
money to do some work. Government
then issues out bonds. A bond is an
‘I owe you’. Organisations and people
with money, like banks (as we will
see in the second stage), buy these
bonds from government. The bond
commits government to pay back, at
a later date, the amount reflected on
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the bond to the person or organisation
who bought the bond. So, if a person
buys R1 000 worth of bonds, the
bond commits government to pay this
person back the R1 000 at a later
date (ignoring interest for now).
Some of these people and organisations
who bought the bonds then sell them
on to the South African Reserve Bank.
This is where the magic happens and
money is created out of thin air. The
reserve bank buys these bonds from
government (or from others who have
bought them from government) with
new money it creates. In other words
it performs an electronic transaction
and buys the bonds using money that
it creates then and there, merely by a
few keystrokes on a computer. Before
buying the bond the money was not
there - after buying the bond it’s there.
The reserve bank now has the bonds.
Government must now pay the bond
holder (the reserve bank in this case)
back money at the due date for the
bond. When government buys these
bonds back, the original electronic
transaction made by the reserve bank
when the reserve bank created the
money is then ‘cancelled’ and the
money ‘disappears’.
The second stage of creating money
is by banks through the fractional
reserve banking system. Money that
is already in the system, and has been
created through the first mechanism,
is deposited by government, other
banks, and the public in banks
for safe keeping. Let’s assume
someone deposits R1 000 into a
bank. According to fractional reserve
banking practice, the bank has to keep
a certain percentage of this money in
its reserves (let’s assume for simplicity
its 10% - or R100 of the R1000) and
can loan out the remaining R900.
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The Reserve Bank is not owned or managed by government as many people
think. It is a private bank with more than 600 private shareholders.
The person who then borrows the R900 spends this
money, for example, at a shop. The shopkeeper then
deposits this R900 in their bank account. This bank
can now lend R810 of the R900 to someone else.
This process continues until one finds that the R1
000 originally deposited in the bank at the start of
the process has mushroomed into a total of R10
000. This is R9 000 more than what we started
with. This is all real money that has been loaned
into existence by the banks. 3
If the original person who deposited the money into
the bank asks for the money back, the bank would
only be able to give that person back 10% of what
they deposited. The bank would have to wait for the
person(s) who borrowed the other 90% to repay
their loan(s) before the bank would be able to pay
the first depositor back the full amount.
If someone wants to get a housing loan from the
bank they have to offer their house or some other
tangible asset as a guarantee for the loan. So for
the bank there is very little risk in issuing out
loans, as they can always foreclose on the loan
and sell the property or other asset to recoup the
outstanding loan.
When loans are repaid, the money that was available
for spending in the economic system is taken out of
the system and the money supply shrinks. In this
way money is created through debt. For almost every
rand in the economy, someone is in debt and has to
pay that rand back. If everyone paid off their debts
there would be no money left in the system. We
would be unable to buy the goods and services we
needed and sell those we offered.

This all sounds weird and strange – and it is. As John
Kenneth Galbraith said, “‘(t)he process by which
banks create money is so simple that the mind is
repelled. When something so important is involved,
a deeper mystery seems only decent.” 4 But we
have not reached the scary part yet - the part that
contributes to poverty and inequality in society. The
scary part is how interest works within the money
supply system. In both stages of money creation through the reserve bank buying government bonds
with money they create out of thin air, and through
commercial banks issuing out loans (with the aid
of fractional reserve banking) far in excess of how
much money they actually have deposited in the
banking system - those that take out the loans have
to pay back the original loan (the principle) as well
as the interest that the banks charge on the loan.

However, from an ecologically sustainable point
of view, one cannot have an economy growing
within a finite world. There are only so many
goods and services that can be produced with
the available natural resources. We are already
reaching some of these limits, with, for example,
climate change (the limit of depositing carbon into
the atmosphere without causing runaway climate
change), and peak oil (where we are reaching the
peak – or halfway point - in the supply of oil/ petrol).
People in the economy have to ‘fight’ over what
money is already in the system (the principle, if
we understand money to equal debt), to pay back
the principle and the interest on this principle. This
‘fighting’ is what we call economic competition.
Those that are (economically) stronger are able
to ‘fight’ to get more of the money already in the
system to be able to pay back their principle and
interest. This leaves many people - the losers in this
competition for limited money - unable to pay back
their loans let alone their interest.

When loans are repaid, the money that was available for spending in the
economic system is taken out of the system and the money supply shrinks.

The question becomes, “where is the money to pay
back this interest coming from?” The banks have not
yet loaned it into existence.
“For example: if 100 credits are created and
loaned into the economy at 10% per year, at the
end of the year 110 credits will be needed to pay
the loan and extinguish the debt. However, since
the additional 10 credits does not yet exist, it too
must be borrowed. This implies that debt must
grow exponentially in order for the monetary
system to remain solvent.” 5

Many people go into bankruptcy as a result of this.
Their property is foreclosed, and they lose what they
originally started with, as banks to recover the debts
they are owed.
It does not need to be like this. There does not need
to be a scarcity of money. Money need not be the
scarce resource that prevents people doing the work
they are capable of doing and buying the goods
and services they need. We can design the money
creation system differently.

So what can be done?
We need to seriously overhaul the way that money is created. The following are
a few ideas to get us thinking. Firstly we need to look at the way that money is
created out of thin air by the reserve bank. One option that has been proposed
by some is for government to spend money into existence. 6
A big concern with government creating money is that they may print too
much money which will lead to runaway inflation like what happened in
Argentina in the 1980’s and Zimbabwe in the 2000’s. However, with a bit
more foresight, mechanisms can be put in place to deal with this problem. For
example, the power and function of creating new money could be separated
from the power to spend this new money. An independent body (along the lines
of the monetary policy committee) could be established, that is answerable to
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parliament as a whole, and has a mandate to ensure that there is just enough
money in the system to keep the economy operating optimally.
This would operate much like the accelerator of a car, where you push
the accelerator a little to put more fuel into the engine, and take your
foot off when you want the car to slow down a little. This independent
body, tasked with the creation of money, would, using statistics and other
technical processes, ensure that sufficient money (fuel) was created to
keep the economy moving without leading to inflation. This body would
focus on the job at hand, creating money with an eye to keeping inflation
low, without being influenced by vote seeking governments or the profit
seeking private sector.

The government would then retain the function
of deciding how to spend this money that the
independent body creates. This could be used,
for example, to pay for the governments wage bill
and/or invest in new roads and infrastructure.
Secondly consideration needs to be given to doing
away with interest rates. Interest rates are what •
makes money scarce and leads to the need for ever
expanding economic growth within a finite planet, •
and leads to people losing their assets as a result of
an inability to repay loans.
•
•
The Islamic banking sector is a good example of
how a monetary system can be created that is not •
based on the need for the payment of interest. The •
JAK members’ bank based in Sweden is another •
example of an interest free bank.
“Islamic banking has the same purpose as
conventional banking: to make money for the
banking institute by lending out capital. Because
Islam forbids simply lending out money at
interest, Islamic rules on transactions ... have
been created to avoid this problem. The basic
technique to avoid the prohibition is the sharing
of profit and loss, via terms such as profit
sharing, ... safekeeping, joint ventures, ... cost
plus, ... and leasing.” 7

money creation systems. This can be done by
acknowledging, facilitating and supporting various
local complimentary currency experiments.
Internationally there are many examples of
complimentary currencies that we can learn from.
Examples include : 8
BerkShares: - from the Berkshire region of
Massachusetts, USA
Lewes Pound - used in Lewes, East Sussex, United
Kingdom
Toronto Dollars - used in Toronto, Canada
Salt Spring Dollars – from Salt Spring Island,
British Columbia, Canada
Ithaca HOURS - used in Ithaca, New York, USA
Fureai Kippu - used in Japan
Frequent Flier Miles - used globally
Another example of complimentary currencies
is LETS. “Local Exchange Trading Systems
(LETS), also known as LETSystems, are
locally initiated, democratically organised, notfor-profit community enterprises that provide
community information service and record
transactions of members exchanging goods
and services by using the currency of locally
created LETS Credits”. 9

Thirdly we need to look at more ways of creating
money. We need to experiment with different
complementary and alternative currencies and

When you join a LETSystem you start off with a
zero balance in your LETS account. If you spend
LETS, on for example some food from the local
farmers market, units are subtracted from your
account by the amount you spent and the account
of the person you bought the food from has units
added to their account. If you then sell your services
and, for example, fix someone’s broken toilet, units
are added to your LETS account and the person
who buys your services has units subtracted. Over
time as you spend and receive LETS your account
balance should hover around a zero balance.
The whole system should hover around zero as
people transact in LETS. In this way money (LETS)
is created as it is needed. There is no scarcity of
LETS/ money.
“In 2003 the Community Exchange System (CES)
started operating an internet-based LETS in
Cape Town, South Africa. This has grown into
a global network of over 250 local exchange
systems in more than thirty countries (end of
2010), among them New Zealand, Australia,
Finland, Spain, USA, UK, Vanuatu etc. Many of
these are former LETS groups but others are time
banks and hybrids.” 11
10

People in the economy have to ‘fight’ over what money is already in the
system (the principle, if we understand money to equal debt), to pay back
the principle and the interest on this principle.

So what should we do now?
Getting government to spend money into existence, doing away with interest
rates, and experimenting with complimentary currencies is likely to be a long
term process. In the short term the immediate challenge is to raise and simplify
the debate around how money is created. There seems to be lots of ‘smoke and
mirrors’ involved in hiding and confusing us all around how money is created.
David Boyle in “Money Matters” sums it up nicely. “It is a magical moneymaking system that is surprisingly little commented on ... That is the strange
truth behind modern money. We don’t mine it; we don’t find it on the beach; it
bears no relation to anything real, but still some people have vast amounts of it
and some people have none at all. And we hardly ever talk about it” 12
Most people, government officials and politicians included, are not aware of the
processes described above on how money is created. It is not an issue that is

on the radar of most political or civil society structures. Those that are benefiting
from the present system of money creation are happy to keep people in the dark
as to the true nature of money creation.
The National Planning Commission is in a unique position to open up and
facilitate debate on the creation of money and the role interest plays in the
economy. But at the end of the day it will be up to civil society organisations
to raise the profile of and maintain a debate around money creation. NGO’s
and CBO’s need to broaden their horizons and dig deep to find the root causes
of many of the challenges we face today like poverty, unemployment and
inequality. Only by getting to the root of these serious challenges will we be
able to seriously solve them. How money is created seems to be a good place
to start digging.

References: 1This section draws on information from http://www.chrismartenson.com/ | 2http://www.esaf.org/internet/Publication.nsf/LADV/EE3B80583309400E42257337004404A0/$File/Fact+sheet+1.pdf (accessed 4 April 2012) | 3http://
www.chrismartenson.com/crashcourse/chapter-7-money-creation (accessed 4 April 2012) | 4http://www.neweconomics.org/publications/where-does-money-come-from (accessed 10 April 2012.) | 5http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Criticism_of_
fractional_reserve_banking (accessed 4 April 2012) | 6See for example http://www.positivemoney.org.uk/ for a detailed proposal for doing this in the United Kingdom | 7http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Islamic_banking (accessed 4 April 2012) |
8Read more at http://www.investopedia.com/articles/economics/11/introduction-complementary-currencies.asp#ixzz1qzbQ9nEM (accessed 4 April 2012) | 9http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Local_exchange_trading_system (accessed 4 April 2012)
| 10http://www.ces.org.za/ | 11http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Local_exchange_trading_system (accessed 4 April 2012) | 12David Boyle, (2009) ‘Money Matters: putting the eco into economics – global crises and local solutions”, Alastair Sawday
Publishing Co. Ltd.
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An Analysis
of the audit
outcomes of
the Eastern
Cape
> Noxolo Kabane

It is envisaged that by 2014 all municipalities
and provincial departments within the
nine provinces would have achieved clean
audit reports on their annual financial
statements.

The existence of the Auditor-General of South Africa
(AGSA), as the Supreme Audit Institution (SAI)
of South Africa, helps to strengthen our country’s
democracy by providing oversight, independent
reporting and governance in the public sector through
auditing and thereby building public confidence
in the reports of institutions it has audited. Every
year, staff from the Auditor-General offices has
the gruelling task of working through the financial
reports submitted by government departments and
municipalities. These reports are important because
they give the public details of how departments are
spending huge amounts of public funds.
The Auditor-General examines the financial
reports of these institutions to assess whether
they comply with the legal requirements for
financial management and most importantly the
Public Finance Management Act (PFMA) No. 29
of 1999. The Act aims to secure transparency,
accountability and sound management of the
finances of government departments. Similarly the
Municipal Financial Management Act (MFMA)
No. 53 of 2003 aims to modernise budget and
financial management practices by placing local
government finances on a sustainable footing in
order to maximise the capacity of municipalities to
deliver services to all its residents, customers, users
and stakeholders.
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In 2009 the then minister of Cooperative
Governance and Traditional Affairs (Cogta) Mr.
Sicelo Shiceka announced the implementation
of “Operation Clean Audit 2014” which would
be rolled out in all of the provincial departments,
municipalities and municipal entities of South
Africa. This programme aims at delivering clean
audit reports, transparency and improved service
delivery with government and communities across
the country. It is an initiative by government with
the goal of promoting good governance and
strengthening financial management thereby
achieving operational efficiency and accountability
within government. It is envisaged that by 2014 all
municipalities and provincial departments within
the nine provinces would have achieved clean audit
reports on their annual financial statements.
The government is now left with three years to
achieve this desired goal. This article serves to assess
the progress made so far in implementing Operation
Clean Audit 2014 with special reference to the
Eastern Cape. Gaps and challenges are identified
as well as opportunities and recommendations that
can be made in order for this goal to be achieved.
In his speech to parliament in 2009 Mr. Sicelo
Shiceka indicated that with the implementation of
Operation Clean Audit 2014 programme they will be
guided by a set of milestones, and these milestones

will inform this strategy. The milestones envisaged
that between 2010 and 2011, no municipality and
provincial departments will receive adverse and
disclaimer audit opinions; and at least 60 percent of
provincial departments and the 283 municipalities
must achieve unqualified audit opinions by 2012.
It was envisaged that by 2013, 75 percent of both
municipalities and provincial departments should
achieve unqualified audits, and by 2014, 100
percent of provincial departments and municipalities
should achieve clean audit reports
In October 2010 when auditor general presented
the audit outcomes for the provincial departments
he stated that there was a noted reduction in audit
qualifications. Looking at the outcomes of the
Eastern Cape Province it is safe to say that there were
some positive and negative results for the province.
The report shows that the Departments of Health
and Education regressed from adverse opinions to
disclaimers, bearing in mind that these departments
accounted for over 70% of the provincial budget.
This indicates that in the financial year 2009/10
and a large percentage of the provincial expenditure
could either not be accounted for or substantiated or
was irregular.
In the same financial year the Departments
of Housing and Economic Development and

Environmental Affairs received qualified audits,
an improvement over previous years. During the
2010/11 financial year audit outcomes, the Eastern
Cape was among the provinces that had succeeded
in reducing their audit qualifications by less than
a third compared to the previous financial year.
However well and good this may be it was noted
that the Department of Education still retained a
disclaimer audit opinion , which is an indication
that commitments made for financial transparency
in the previous financial year where not followed
through. This is of great concern because this
department has retained this status for a number
of years now. This result could be an indication that
senior management at the Department of Education
is not committed to, or does not have the capacity
or skilled personal to address basic control issues
and instil financial discipline, which is evidenced by
the increase in the number of findings over the past
years, leaving the department vulnerable to fraud
and corruption.
The Eastern Cape Legislature, in 2010/11, set an
example for all departments and entities in achieving
an audit outcome that reflects clean administration.
In addition, the backlog of the provincial revenue
fund has been eradicated and an unqualified audit
opinion, with no other matters expressed during
the 2009/10 and 2010/11 financial years was
achieved. The main driver of the improvement in the
legislature’s audit outcome can be linked to effective
performance management and entrenched financial
management discipline where individuals are held
accountable for their actions and responsibilities.
The key movement and gold star moment here
relates to the progression of the Provincial Health
Department from disclaimer to qualified audit. This
is a great achievement and an indication that the
leadership is starting to take financial management
and accountability more seriously. This outcome
will not be sustainable without a committed plan
of action and continuous monitoring thereof by the
Head of the Department and Senior Managers.
With that being said we need to ask, who monitors
that the recommendations made by the auditor
general are implemented? Because looking at this
year’s findings it is clear that audit outcomes only
improved in areas where the leadership had set
the correct tone and took a hands-on and practical
approach to addressing shortcomings in their control
environments. One of the milestones outlined in
Operation Clean Audit 2014 is that between 2010
and 2011 no provincial department will receive
adverse and disclaimer audit opinions. This has

proved to be a challenge for some departments as
this milestone has not been fully achieved; however
progress has been made. Of the 12 disclaimer
opinions that were recorded in the previous financial
year throughout all the provinces, the four major
departments that remain with audit disclaimers are
Health (in Limpopo and Northern Cape), Education
(in Eastern Cape) and Public Works and Roads and
Transport (North West). This is an indication that
leadership in these departments is not setting the
correct tone and is not taking ownership of, and
responsibility for, sound financial and performance
management disciplines. Too much emphasis is
being placed on audit outcomes during the audit
process, rather than on clean administration
throughout the financial year.

the basic principles of monthly reporting, validation
of reported information and constant monitoring
should be the pillars on which the commitments
for the current and coming years should be based.
This informed the new commitments, ranging from
enhancing the monitoring and oversight capacity
of the legislature and its committees, provincial
treasury improving its supporting and capacitating
role and the development and support of entityspecific action plans to address financial and
performance management, to taking full ownership
of key control assessments. To give effect to these
commitments, key positions will have to be filled
and/or remain staffed with personnel who possess
the required skills. The leadership of the AGSA has
committed to continue its contribution towards

The main driver of the improvement in the legislature’s audit outcome
can be linked to effective performance management and entrenched
financial management discipline where individuals are held accountable
for their actions and responsibilities.
Results achieved in prior periods are not always
maintainable as departments and entities tend
to address concerns raised during the audit by
correcting the financial statements rather than
addressing the underlying systemic issues that
gave rise to the findings. Although the Department
of Education retained its disclaimer of opinion,
the number of irregular findings had increased
over the past number of years. As indicated by
the auditor-general this is largely due to a lack of
leadership and discipline demonstrated by its
senior management and the lack of respect shown
by the senior management to the accounting
officer. Another example on the way things are
handled can be observed by the inability of Human
Settlements, Economic Development and Mayibuye
Transport to address historical inaccuracies. This
is a reason for serious concern and the auditor
general’s report attributes this result to a lack of
commitment from leadership to take action and
ownership. The report further indicates that none of
the qualifications received by these three institutions
are of a highly technical nature and all relate to dayto-day operations not being underpinned by sound
financial management.

clean administration by enhancing its visibility and
providing proactive insights on the root causes of
the status of internal controls. These engagements
will provide timely feedback and inputs towards the
adequacy of the guidance provided by coordinating
role players such as the provincial treasuries.

With the province having reflected on the lack
of visible progress in some departments in
implementing commitments made in the previous
year, leadership across the board have pledged that
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Committing to clean administration for the Eastern Cape
The Eastern Cape Province faces a number of
challenges when looking at financial management
and accountability. As indicated by the auditor
general’s report for 2010/11 financial year the
key pillars of sustainability towards clean audits
remains; first of all the appointment of adequately
skilled administrators at the levels of Head of
Departments and Chief Financial Officers whose
task would be to produce credible reports which are
validated on a monthly basis. The second pillar is
the appointment of adequately experienced internal
auditors and audit committees whose task will be to
review the credibility of information and objectively
report to the leadership. The current leadership
practices and oversight are not having the desired
impact on the drive towards clean administration.
This is evidenced by the number of regressions that
are prevalent year on year and the related lack of
progress on key commitments made. In order
for the province to move forward and create
an environment that is conducive to clean
administration and accountability, it needs to
entrench pillars of sustainability that include
leadership taking ownership of their roles in their

Manageable processes should be put in place to evaluate and address
the credibility and reliability of information used for decision-making,
thereby strengthening the decision-making processes and allowing
leadership to be more proactive.
control environments, together with vigilant and
consistent monitoring of these. Where specific
commitments are made and action plans are
developed to address specific weaknesses and
shortcomings, these need to be implemented,
again coupled with a focused monitoring process
to test the success of these interventions and to
be able to take early corrective action. Manageable
processes should be put in place to evaluate and
address the credibility and reliability of information
used for decision-making, thereby strengthening the
decision-making processes and allowing leadership
to be more proactive. Operation Clean Audit
2014 will be achieved if such commitments by
the leadership are successfully implemented and
carried through.

For this commitment to a clean audit to be achieved
the public needs to play an active role by making
an effort to read the auditor general’s report in order
to be aware of the seriousness associated with the
financial challenges and mismanagement within
the province.

and those poor performers are held accountable for
non-delivery.  If the leadership can focus primarily
on some of the pillars in the auditor-general’s report
regular monitoring by the executive leadership and
legislature would be more effective and sustainable.
It is still an open question as to whether we will
be able to meet the 2014 goal of achieving clean
audits. Progress towards achieving this goal needs

to be monitored closely so as to be able to debate
more on the issue and offer recommendations to
the state and our local governments on how they
are faring when it comes to attaining clean audit
reports, because ultimately the results of these audit
reports have a great implications on how services
are delivered to the citizens of the country.

By reading the report and being informed on the
recommendations made by the auditor general
the public will be better placed to hold leadership
to account, and insist on the implementation of
these commitments if they are not being done. They
will also be better placed to demand disciplinary
action against officials that are responsible for noncompliance with the PFMA.

Conclusion
Although there has been an improvement in the
tone of leadership and this has played a part in
increasing the number of improvements in the
auditing process in the province, this has not always
been consistent. In addition, it is important that
leadership ensures a strong control environment over
all aspects of financial management, compliance
and pre-determined objectives throughout the year
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Ward Key Performance
Indicators (WKPI)
The Ward Key Performance Indicators (WKPI) project aims to develop and promote effective models of participatory local democracy. Afesis-corplan
has been working with ward committee’s from various municipal wards and they have received thorough training that went beyond simply the matrix.
The WKPI training offers an opportunity for Afesis-corplan to equip and sensitise the ward committee’s about their legal mandate to work and interface
with their municipalities for the benefit of their respective communities. Through our work with the various municipal ward committees namely from
Amathole District Municipality (Great Kei Local Municipality, Amahlathi Local Municipality and Mbhashe Local Municipality) and the Buffalo City Metro
Municipality, the results have demonstrated a new way of municipality-citizens engagement and if sustained it will foster better relations and more
focused service delivery performance.

Good Governance
Survey (GGS)
The Good Governance Survey (GGS) is a tool designed
by Afesis-corplan that consists of a set of indicators for
measuring community perceptions on local governance
and aims to identify opportunities and strategies for
improvements. In collaboration with Amathole District
municipality, Afesis-corplan has successfully carried
out the survey in most parts of Amathole District
covering the following municipality: Great Kei, Mbashe
and Nkonkobe. Currently the Afesis-corplan team and
in partnership with Amahlati municipality are collecting
data within Amahlati municipality.
The GGS will also help to develop a more credible
case-study whose good governance trends may elicit
replication elsewhere in the province and even across
the country. The targeted groups in the survey are
Ward Committees, Council officials, Councillors, CBOs

and the general public. The GGS tool interrogates eight
key elements of governance namely Decision Making,
Public Participation, Disclosure, Consultation and
Communication, Transparency, Corruption, Service
Delivery and Systems and Structures. The survey helps
to narrow the gap between the political leaders and
citizens with regards to issues such as service delivery
and it offers an opportunity for partnerships to be
forged between civil society and local state to assist
in development. We invite all municipalities within the
province and across South Africa to contact us should
you be interested in implementing the survey within
your respective areas.
The GGS handbook which provides an explanation of
the concept of GGS can be accessed on our website
www.afesis.org.za

If you would like assistance from Afesis-corplan to implement these or similar programs contact our offices.
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Examining the role & future
of provinces in South Africa
Seminar proceedings
> Lashiola Kutya
The debate on the role that provinces play in the
new democratic South Africa has been on the table
for some time. The new South African democratic
government’s constitution established a threetier system of government consisting of national,
provincial and local.
These three levels of government all have legislative
and executive authority in their own spheres which
are defined in the South African Constitution as
“distinctive, interdependent and interrelated”.
At present there is an outcry from various sectors
of society (e.g. government, private sector, unions,
academics, communities, etc.) questioning the
interrelatedness within and between the spheres
especially on matters regarding decision-making
and how resources are utilised (such as defining
a clear separation of responsibilities in relation to
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There is no clarity of delegation of powers between and among provinces.
Instead, “the problems are not structural but are more functional and
to do with powers”.
intergovernmental financial relations). For members
of the public, the question on the role of provinces
comes about as a result of the poor service delivery
and poverty that they continue to experience.
Some worker unions are concerned about the
resources that are wasted due to what they
believe to be ‘duplication of functions’; and for
others provinces are perpetuating racial divisions
within the republic and contributing towards
corruption and further marginalisation of people
and communities. Afesis-corplan hosted a seminar
on the role and future of provinces on the 23rd of

March 2012 in East London.
The purpose of the seminar was to examine a
new set of concerns and questions which point
towards a need to rethink the current role of the
provincial sphere in the wake of the far-reaching
transformation of local government. Issues on
service delivery, democracy and accountability
were also tackled in the discussions.
Presenters were drawn from unions, academics
and the private sector and the audience included
academics, private and public sectors and the
community members at large.

Successful provinces in the international context
Dr. Dirk Brand from the Global Strategic Network gave an overview of the
experiences from other countries such as India, the European Union (EU) and
Germany. Drawing from the experiences from the international context, he
argued that there is a need for provinces to play a role especially in complex
societies like South Africa. He emphasised that the following areas require much
more attention from the provincial level; climate change; education and skills
development; and good governance.
Dr. Brand gave an example of India which has successfully implemented
a system of Provinces where the powers between the Union (national) and
the 35 states (provinces) are well defined with functional division of powers.
Furthermore, there is unity-in-diversity which recognises socio-cultural and
geographical variations. The Indian constitution determines the revenue sources
of the Union and the states respectively and also indicates how revenue is to be
shared. One of the interesting things about India is that it fully recognises the
importance of local government (village councils and municipalities).
In his discussion on lessons from the European Union, Dr. Brand stated that one
of the positive impacts of financial decentralisation was witnessed in its economic
performance which resulted in more financial competence and resources for the
regions; more competence in education, health care and the development of
infrastructure. Germany can be seen as the best example of economic growth.

“The German Länder has substantial constitutional scope to develop as well as
to borrow funds. There is also a strong emphasis on federal solidarity, which
implies that the Länder must support each other and be loyal to the country as
whole”. The success of Germany’s Lander (federal states) has been attributed to
its constitutional arrangement.
Some participants questioned why Dr. Brand felt that education would be better
served as a provincial responsibility as it could be argued that, according to
examples drawn from international experience, education in large countries is
more effective and efficient if education is implemented at a larger scale. In
his response, Dr. Brand indicated that Education policy can be developed at
a national level but implementation of policy can occur at provincial level.
Furthermore, if implemented at a national level, education may not be any
more effective than if implemented at a local level; thus, taking the subsidiarity
principle into account, it’s better to devolve education as much as possible.
In addressing the question on good governance, he posited that good governance
needs to start at a higher level than municipalities, and the provincial level is a
good starting point. He concluded that although “provinces in South Africa face
many challenges; there are also opportunities for them to grow and to become
successful”. It should be noted that the way provinces operate differs from
country to country.

Provinces, Accountability and Performance
Derek Luyt from the Public Service Accountability
Monitor (PSAM) made a presentation entitled “Better
Fewer? Provinces, Accountability and Performance:
Reflections from the Eastern Cape”. He argued that
the main problems with the provinces is that they
lack inter and intra governmental relations (IGR).
There is no clarity of delegation of powers between
and among provinces. Instead, “the problems are
not structural but are more functional and to do
with powers”. Secondly he emphasised that there
is a need to capacitate the local sphere to ensure
local government’s work is effective and efficient. To
substantiate his arguments, Luyt gave an overview
of provinces from various perspectives. For instance
he outlined the four possible scenarios for the
future of provinces, according to the HSRC (2007),
which include: to retain the current system; remove
provincial level; national government to assume more
responsibilities and functions; or the three spheres
to be retained with fewer provinces. On the other
hand, the National Planning Commission (NPC)
attests that international experience does not provide
any “optimal approach” on the role of provinces, as
what works in one country may not work in another

country. Instead the NPC argue that the provinces
must be capacitated to perform their role.

moral space for tribes and traditional leadership in
the debate about provinces’ and whether South

In line with the NPC’s argument, Luyt also agrees that
‘the real issue is how provinces can best contribute
to building more constructive intergovernmental
relations’. Mr. Luyt concluded that reforming
provinces is not enough, there is a need to restructure
society and decisions should not only be made and
finalised by politicians alone. “An independent and
active civil society can provide the ‘wider lens’ needed
to ensure this”.

Africa should have a clear tribal identity. It was
agreed that there should be a way to address the
role of traditional leaders within the debate around
spheres of government.

As a follow-up on Luyt’s emphasis on active citizen
participation, some participants raised the concern
that most citizens are more focused on issues of
rights and there is a tendency to ignore the issue of
taking responsibility of one’s actions. It was stated
that in order to improve participatory democracy, it
is imperative that citizens be more responsible for
their actions at all levels. Another participant from
the Municipal Demarcation Board reiterated that an
“active citizenry” makes a big difference regardless of
the level at which it is done. One participant stated
that ‘there is no foundation or philosophical and

Other participants felt that provinces further
perpetuated uneven development in South Africa, for
instance it was mentioned that most people migrate
from the Eastern Cape to Western Cape in search of
better health services. This led to the question on
whether South Africa should restructure provinces
or society as a whole. Citizens need to be proactive
and should be able to do things for themselves and
reduce the culture of entitlement and the ‘statereliance-syndrome’.
Although the Cosatu General-Secretary and the
Provincial Secretary could not make it for the seminar,
they sent through their position paper stating that
provinces should be scrapped as they are a waste
of resources. Their paper can be accessed on the
Afesis-corplan website.
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The role and future of provinces
The National Spokesperson for AZAPO, Gaontebale
Nodoba, in his presentation on the role and future
of provinces in South Arica, stated that provinces
in their current state promote ethnic, racial, socioeconomic-cultural polarization and disposition of
people and land issues.
According to Nodoba, the current arrangement
perpetuates the disparities created by Provincial
boarders which are a “sophisticated Bantustan
system”. In addition he highlighted that the
AZAPO ‘Abolish Provinces Campaign’ took
into consideration the fact that the provinces
were born from a history of subjugation and
dispossession; and the problems of governance
and administration. He stressed that provinces are

There is a need to redirect money from Provincial to Local Government
and to use the skilled work force from Provincial Government at Local
Government.
a duplication of National Government functions
and that the bureaucracy of the system increases
risk factors such as corruption, patronage and
territory battles.
This results to poor service delivery.
In his paper, Nodoba talks about re-inventing
government and suggests a unitary state which
should be skilled, able to deliver services, enhance
national identity, and redress unequal racially and

ethnically polarized social spaces (urban/rural
divide) and labour migration. There is a need to
redirect money from Provincial to Local Government
and to use the skilled workforce from Provincial
Government at Local Government. Interestingly,
Province’s do not raise their own funds, thus if
they want autonomy, they should raise their own
funds. In light to Nodoba’s arguments he cited that
AZAPO calls for a referendum on the question of
abolishing provinces.

Conclusion
The presentations from all the speakers and the
Cosatu position paper all echo the same tune that
the provinces are not functioning well and their roles
and functions need to be seriously addressed. Overall
the seminar presentations and plenary discussions
argued that South Africa must learn from international
ideas and should formulate a customized reform of
Provinces. It was noted that dissolving or restructuring
of Provincial Government should not be treated as a
standalone issue but is interlinked with other social,

economic and financial issues. Some of the
alternatives put forward to address the current
structure of Provinces are through separating the
civil and political administrations; addressing the
issue of fragmentation of government; and including
the youth in important discussions as they will be
the future implementing agents of any decisions
taken. The views of the civil society also need to
be considered in any decision on the future role of
provinces. Inasmuch as it was emphasised that the

structure of provinces needs significant restructuring,
some participants felt that provinces are a waste
of resources and they add to the socio-economic
problems being witnessed. Both AZAPO and Cosatu
agree that provinces should be completely scrapped.
If provinces are to be re-structured, legislation which
support’s participation is crucial, intergovernmental
relations must be improved, and political parties
should be held to account where necessary.

References: 1. Afesis-corplan first quarter seminar presentations and plenary discussions. All presentations and papers are accessed on the Afesis-corplan website www.afesis.org.za | 2. Also view Dr. D.J Brand’s article elsewhere in this
Transformer journal.

Public Awareness
Programme
Afesis-corplan’s Public Awareness Programme is designed to ensure community
participation and democratic practices by providing the public with a platform where
they can express their needs and aspirations, share information, raise awareness and
generate debate around topical issues on local governance, sustainable settlements
and development facilitation.
On a quarterly basis we host public seminars which draw a wide spectrum of
local government stakeholders, including policy makers, practitioners, civil society
organizations, the media and members of the public. The previous seminar
deliberated more on the role and future of provinces in South Africa. The debate also
attracted the media and Afesis-corplan Executive Director Nontando Ngamlana was
invited for an interview with SABC fm on the matter. More information about the
seminars, presentation notes and interview is available on the Afesis-corplan website
www.afesis.org.za.
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Public Participation in the spotlight
The Civil Society Action Groups and Ward Key Performance Indicators are projects in place aimed at promoting public participation and confronting citizens with their
democratic rights in participating within the democratic society created by the new democratic government. Images by © Afesis-corplan.

Buffalo City Metro Municipality: Civil Society Action Group Training

Afesis-corplan conducting trainings in Buffalo City
Metropolitan Municipality, with the Civil Society
Action Groups.

Project Co-ordinator Sibuleleo Poswayo facilitating
the training with the CSAG group in Buffalo City
Metro Municipality.

Participant giving feedback from the small groups.

Participants listening attentively during the WKPI
training in Mbashe Municipality.

Participants working in groups, drafting their
WKPI matrix with the facilitation from Project Coordinator Noxolo Kabane.

Training on
the Ward Key
Performance
Indicators (WKPI):
Mbashe Municipality

Community Radio
Media Capacity
Workshop

Afesis-corplan in partnership with the Democracy
Development Programme (DDP) had a three-day
workshop with community radio stations namely
Mdantsane fm, Forte fm, Radio Grahamstown and
the Eastern Cape Communications Forums (ECCF).
The participants were guided in linking democracy
issues to radio drama plots, and launching
interactive discussions with listeners through radio
talk shows planned around the dramas.

Group photo with the community radio stations’
personnel, Julie and Madoda from Vuleka
production and Sifiso from DDP.

Madoda from Vuleka production facilitating the
auditions with the group.
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2nd

Afesis-corplan’s
Quarterly Seminar

TITLE Putting participation at the heart of development
Date Friday, 22 June 2012
Time 08:00 - 14:00
VENUE Osner Hotel, Quigney
Image by © Afesis-corplan

Please email lashiola@afesis.org.za /
penelope@afesis.org.za or call 043 743 3830 to confirm your attendance
Visit our website www.afesis.org.za for more information
www.facebook.com/afesis.corplan
Access The Transformer’s online resources at www.afesis.org.za. Read our journal
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